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ABSTRACT

Accurate knowledge of the electron density structure of the Earth’s upper atmosphere is crucial to forecasting the performance of transionospheric radio signals. For this research, we focus on storm-time structuring in the mid- to high latitude ionosphere where large gradients in electron density can cause severe degradation of communication and navigation signals. We begin in Chapter 2 with a review of the primary data sets and methods used to accomplish the collaborative, multi-instrument studies described in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, we compare observational techniques for tracking polar cap patches during a moderate geomagnetic storm interval. For the first time, we monitor the transportation of patches with high spatial and temporal resolution across the polar cap for 1–2 h using a combination of GPS TEC, all-sky airglow imagers (ASIs), and Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) HF radar backscatter. Simultaneous measurements from these data sets allow for continuous tracking of patch location, horizontal extent, and velocity even under adverse observational conditions for one or more of the techniques. A focus is placed on the structuring of patches, particularly on the nightside ionosphere as they become wider in the dawn-dusk direction and develop narrow finger-like structures. In Chapter 4, we perform a superposed epoch analysis to characterize the average response of GPS TEC in the North American sector during more than 100 geomagnetic storms over a 13-year interval. For the first time a rigorous approach is used to fully separate storm-time, local time, longitudinal, and seasonal effects at midlatitudes where dense ground receiver coverage is available. The rapid onset of a positive phase is observed across much of the dayside and evening ionosphere followed by a longer-lasting negative phase across all latitudes and local times. Our results show clear seasonal variations in the storm-time TEC, such that summer events tend to be dominated by the negative storm response while winter events exhibit a stronger initial positive phase with minimal negative storm effects. A prominent magnetic declination effect is identified and examined in terms of thermospheric zonal winds pushing plasma upward/downward along magnetic field lines of opposite declination. Finally in Chapter 5 we summarize several co-authored studies which examined various storm-time phenomena utilizing GPS TEC mapping tools developed for this dissertation research, with topics including subauroral polarization stream (SAPS), storm enhanced density (SED), tongue of ionization (TOI), and polar cap patches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Ionosphere

The ionosphere is a region of weakly ionized plasma which stretches from about 50–1,000 km altitude above the Earth’s surface. Although neutral components still dominate at these altitudes, the ionization is sufficient to endow the atmosphere with electrical properties. The ionosphere is divided into three principal layers: the $D$ region (below 90 km), $E$ region (between 90 km and 130 km), and $F$ region (above 130 km). Oftentimes the $F$ region is further divided into $F_1$ and $F_2$ layers because of the smaller peak sometimes seen in the density profile below the main ($F_2$) peak. Absorption of solar radiation by neutral molecules is the primary source of atmospheric ionization except at auroral latitudes where energetic particle precipitation can be significant. Field-aligned currents connecting the magnetosphere to the ionosphere are the primary mechanism by which these energetic particles are transported to the ionosphere. Figure 1.1 shows the density and composition of the daytime ionosphere (solid lines) and neutral atmosphere (dashed lines) in terms of number density versus altitude. The primary ionospheric layers are defined by density peaks that result from an interplay of local production, loss, and transport processes [Luhmann, 1995].

Electron density balance in the ionosphere is described by the continuity equation

$$\frac{\partial N}{\partial t} = q - l(N) - \nabla \cdot (NV)$$

(1.1)
Figure 1.1: Density and composition of the daytime ionosphere and neutral atmosphere in terms of number density versus altitude based on mass-spectrometer measurements [Luhmann, 1995].

where \( N \) is the electron density, \( q \) the production rate of ionization, \( l(N) \) the loss term, and \( \mathbf{V} \) is a net drift velocity resulting from transport processes. At \( F_2 \)-region heights the dominant dayside production mechanism is the photoionization of atomic oxygen via solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation

\[
O + hv \rightarrow O^+ + e^-
\]

where \( hv \) is a photon, \( h \) is Planck’s constant \( (6.62 \times 10^{-34} \text{ m}^2 \text{kg} / \text{s}) \), and \( v \) is the frequency of the photon (Hz). Direct recombination of these oxygen ions with electrons via radiative recombination is a very slow and inefficient process. Instead, the dominant loss mechanism is a two-step process where atomic oxygen ions first undergo charge transfer with the molecular neutral constituents \( O_2 \) or \( N_2 \)

\[
O^+ + O_2 \rightarrow O^+_2 + O
\]
\[
O^+ + N_2 \rightarrow NO^+ + N
\]
These newly produced $O^+_2$ and $NO^+$ ions are then quickly lost to dissociative recombination of the form

\[
O^+_2 + e^- \rightarrow O + O^* \\
NO^+ + e^- \rightarrow O + N^*
\]

Production and loss of ionization in the $F$-region is therefore largely dependent on the neutral atmosphere composition in terms of $O$, $O_2$, and $N_2$. Note, that below about 100 km the neutral constituents are turbulently mixed, while at higher altitudes the vertical distribution of neutrals is determined by molecular weight via diffusive transport [Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969].

The above production and loss processes are balanced by the transport term in Equation (1.1), which in practice is often a superposition of several different mechanisms. At $F$-region altitudes both ions and electrons drift with a nearly horizontal velocity given by \( \mathbf{v} = \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}/B^2 \), where $\mathbf{E}$ is the ionospheric electric field and $\mathbf{B}$ is the geomagnetic field. The large-scale motion of the plasma most often conforms to a two-cell pattern, with antisunward flow from the dayside across the polar cap to the nightside and return flow at auroral latitudes in the dawn and dusk sectors [Heppner and Maynard, 1987; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996]. Charged particles may also be transported by thermospheric neutral winds. These neutral winds vary with the daily heating and cooling of the upper atmosphere and are governed by the viscosity of air, Coriolis force, and ion-drag due to collisions [Rishbeth, 1998]. Ions and electrons may also undergo plasma diffusion due to gravity or pressure gradients, which in the $F$-region may only occur along magnetic field lines. In the presence of an inclined magnetic field these transport mechanisms will impart both a horizontal and vertical motion to the ionospheric plasma. In the following sections, we will discuss how transient events driven by the sun can produce large perturbations in the ionospheric
1.2 Geomagnetic Disturbances

Large variations in the Earth’s magnetic field, known as geomagnetic storms, have been studied using ground-based magnetometers since the mid-1800’s [e.g., Chapman and Bartels, 1940]. These disturbances correspond to periods of intense coupling between the solar wind and magnetosphere and are often associated with extreme features in the solar wind such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs) or co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs). Geomagnetic storms are typically divided into three phases according to the deviation in the horizontal magnetic field component $H$ (Figure 1.2). First, a sudden positive increase in the $H$ component may be observed which can often be attributed to a compression of the magnetopause due to an interplanetary shock structure in the solar wind. It should be noted however that this initial phase is not a requisite feature of all magnetic storms [Gonzalez et al., 1992]. The storm main phase begins once the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) turns southward, driving magnetic reconnection at the dayside magnetopause and depositing a large amount of energy into the magnetosphere [Kozyra et al., 1998]. This coupling leads to an intensification of the ring current and the sharp decrease in the $H$ component seen from $\sim$20:00-23:30 UT in Figure 1.2. When the solar wind driving conditions reduce and the $H$ component reaches its minimum value, the storm enters what is known as the recovery phase as the ring current intensity slowly decays. The recovery phase can last anywhere from a few hours to a few days as the magnetosphere returns to its pre-storm condition [Gonzalez et al., 1994; Kamide et al., 1998; Hutchinson et al., 2011].
1.3 Ionospheric Storm Effects

The ionospheric response to geomagnetic storms has been studied since the first discovery of a conducting region of the Earth’s upper atmosphere in the early 1900’s [see Table 1 in Prölß, 2008]. While all ionospheric parameters are affected during a geomagnetic storm, an overwhelming majority of studies have focused on perturbations in the electron concentration. This is because the electron density (specifically the maximum $F_2$-layer density, or $N_mF_2$) is the most easily measured parameter of the ionosphere. The storm-time variation in electron density has traditionally been classified as either a positive (increase) or negative (decrease) storm effect or phase [Matsushita, 1959]. In general, the initial storm response tends to be positive across much of the dayside ionosphere and commences soon after main phase onset [Thomas and Venables, 1966]. This initial positive phase is often followed by a prolonged negative phase, although some storms have been found to exhibit only a positive or negative response [Prölß, 1995]. Figure 1.3 shows one such example of the
ionospheric electron density response observed at two midlatitude ionosonde stations during a geomagnetic storm on 21-22 February 1973 [Prölss, 1980]. Following the onset of magnetic activity near 06:00 UT seen in the ap index (top panel), large departures from the monthly median measurements of $N_{max}$ are observed at each station. Both negative (middle panel) and positive (bottom panel) storm effects appear to occur simultaneously in the southern and northern hemispheres, respectively. For several decades scientists were unable to fully explain the complex relationship between positive and negative ionospheric storm effects. As we will see in the next section, a comprehensive explanation requires a consideration of the thermospheric response to geomagnetic activity as well [Buonsanto, 1999].

1.4 Thermospheric Storm Effects

Solar wind energy is continuously dissipated in the polar regions of the Earth’s upper atmosphere via particle precipitation and electrodynamical (Joule) heating, sufficient to create a permanent disturbance zone even under quiet geomagnetic conditions. This region is characterized by an increase in the gas temperature, an increase in the heavier gases (e.g., O$_2$ and N$_2$), and a decrease in the lighter gases (e.g., He) [Prölss et al., 1988]. Thermospheric winds at $F$-region altitudes are driven by horizontal pressure gradients produced by the high-latitude energy input and dayside solar EUV heating. Under geomagnetically quiet conditions, these winds tend to diverge away from the vicinity of the subsolar point in the summer hemisphere and converge on the nightside in the winter hemisphere. As discussed in the previous section, the neutral wind velocity is further modulated by the viscosity of the air molecules, Coriolis force, and ion-drag [Rishbeth, 1998]. Thus during quiet conditions, the disturbance composition changes produced by heating are restricted to polar latitudes, except for the early morning sector where equatorward neutral winds may transport composition perturbations to subauroral latitudes. These composition changes are short-lived and rapidly
Figure 1.3: Example of magnetic storm induced changes in the ionospheric electron density. Measured $F_2$ layer maximum electron densities ($N_{\text{max}}$, heavy dotted curves) obtained at two mid-latitude stations during the magnetic disturbance event of February 21 and 22 of 1973 (upper panel) illustrate negative and positive ionospheric storm effects (middle and lower panels). The monthly median serves as a quiet time reference (thin curves) [Prölls, 1980].

Dissipate as they rotate to later local times (e.g., prestorm conditions shown in Figure 1.5a) [Prölls, 1995].

During storms, the neutral composition disturbance zone expands beyond the polar cap toward lower latitudes with increasing geomagnetic activity (Figure 1.4). Continued energy injection at high latitudes alters the global thermospheric wind circulation, reducing or even reversing the daytime poleward-directed winds. Strong winds or “storm surges” [Volland,
Figure 1.4: Energy injection and the formation of neutral composition disturbance zones during a magnetic storm. In addition, a sample orbit of the Esro 4 satellite is shown which provided neutral composition measurements [Prölls, 1980].

1979] in the post-midnight sector carry the molecularly rich air from the disturbance zone to middle latitudes (Figure 1.5b) where a negative storm effect will occur due to enhanced recombination at $F$ region altitudes. This composition disturbance feature will then co-rotate to later local times as the storm progresses (Figure 1.5c). Therefore negative storm effects are largely attributed to chemical processes driven by the high-latitude energy input and modulated by the thermospheric neutral winds [Prölls, 1987; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994]. On the dayside, positive storm effects are due to an uplift of the ionospheric $F$-layer plasma to higher altitudes where molecular recombination is decreased while solar EUV photoionization persists. This vertical transport is believed to occur via a combinaton of equatorward-directed storm-time neutral winds and electrodynamical effects, although there is still significant uncertainty regarding which is the dominant mechanism [Foster, 1993; Buonsanto, 1995; Prölls, 1995].
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the time sequence of thermospheric-ionospheric storm effects. The dotted area identifies regions with an anomalously high N₂/O density ratio. (a) Illustrates prestorm conditions, (b) the expansion phase, and (c) the later phase of a storm. To show the expansion of the composition disturbance toward middle latitudes, the situation in the night sector of part b refers to a somewhat later time than that in the associated day sector [Prölls, 1993].
1.5 Mid- to High Latitude Ionospheric Storm Phenomena

Here we introduce several features of the mid- to high latitude storm-time ionosphere which are currently of significant interest to the space science community.

1.5.1 Subauroral Polarization Stream (SAPS)

The subauroral polarization stream (SAPS) is a relatively narrow channel (~5° magnetic latitude) of enhanced westward plasma flow (~0.5-1 km/s) located just equatorward of the lower electron precipitation boundary in the evening/nightside ionosphere. Sometimes embedded within SAPS is a narrower channel (~1° magnetic latitude) of even higher velocity flow (~1-2 km/s) known as a polarization jet (PJ) or subauroral ion drift (SAID). SAPS are believed to be caused by pressure gradients in the ring current during periods of sustained solar wind-magnetosphere coupling, leading to a separation between the ion and electron precipitation boundaries in the magnetospheric equatorial plane. A separation is also created between the ionospheric footpoint of field-aligned currents (FACs) driven by the precipitating ions and electrons. If a portion of these Region-2 FACs flow into regions of low conductivity in the subauroral ionosphere, such as the ionospheric density trough [Rodger, 2008], large north-south polarization electric fields are required to maintain current continuity which will drive a westward plasma drift. Frictional heating associated with these high-velocity drifts will enhance the ionospheric recombinaton rate and further decrease the plasma density [Rodger et al., 1992], thus creating a positive feedback loop of increasingly-large electric fields [Foster and Burke, 2002]. Statistical characterizations of SAPS width, location, and intensity have largely been based on localized observations [Foster and Vo, 2002; Erickson et al., 2011]. Additional research is necessary to test whether these parameterizations are
accurate across a range of magnetic local time (MLT) sectors.

1.5.2 Storm Enhanced Density (SED) and Polar Tongue of Ionization (TOI)

During the positive phase of ionospheric storms, when dayside electron densities are enhanced due to an uplift of the $F_2$-layer to regions of decreased recombination, plumes of ionization in the dusk sector can be carried sunward and poleward by the low-latitude edge of the SAPS [Foster et al., 2007]. This storm enhanced density (SED) plume is characterized by increased densities, an elevated $F$ peak altitude, and low electron and ion temperatures [Foster, 1993]. During sustained southward IMF conditions, the SED is transported through the cusp and into the polar cap by enhanced convection electric fields as either a continuous tongue of ionization (TOI) [Sato and Rourke, 1964; Knudsen, 1974] or polar cap patches [Weber et al., 1986; Crowley, 1996]. There is currently some disagreement as to the distinction between a TOI and patches, although it should be noted that polar cap patches can be observed under any geomagnetic conditions and do not require the presence of an SED plume [Hosokawa et al., 2014]. Here we focus on the SED plume and TOI; polar cap patches will be discussed separately in the next section (Section 1.5.3).

The connection between midlatitude SED structure and polar TOI was first demonstrated in a multi-instrument study during a large geomagnetic storm by Foster et al. [2005]. A plume of enhanced GPS total electron content (TEC) was seen to closely follow high-latitude convection streamlines derived from SuperDARN and satellite observations, although the lower-latitude sunward convecting regions were missed in the SuperDARN coverage. Thomas et al. [2013] analyzed a similarly linked SED/TOI interval when sufficient midlatitude observations were available to directly confirm the controlling role played by an expanding convection electric field in forming polar TOI from an SED plume. After the solar
wind drivers subsided (i.e., turned less southward IMF) the high-latitude convection pattern
driving plasma motion was shown to retreat poleward, leaving behind a “fossil” SED plume
which slowly decayed as it co-rotated to later local times. While the studies by Foster et al.
[2005] and Thomas et al. [2013] demonstrated how SED plasma at midlatitudes could be
drawn into the polar cap, questions still remain as to which mechanisms are responsible for
the initial increase in the source plasma density. The degree to which SAPS transport [Fos-
ter et al., 2007], an eastward penetration electric field [Huang et al., 2011], or thermospheric
processes [Prölss, 1995] control the generation and decay of these plumes remains an open
question.

1.5.3 Polar Cap Patches

In contrast to the continuous tongue of ionization (TOI), polar cap patches are discrete
structures in the $F$ region ionosphere with electron densities at least twice that of the sur-
rounding plasma [Crowley, 1996]. Patches are often formed in the dayside ionosphere near
the footprint of the magnetospheric cusp during transient magnetic reconnection [Lockwood
and Carlson, 1992] and propagate across the central polar cap toward the nightside where
they may exit across a wide range of magnetic local times [Moen et al., 2007]. The motion
of polar cap patches is believed to be controlled by the background plasma convection [Milan
et al., 2002] as the incompressible nature of the ionospheric plasma has been demonstrated
using incoherent scatter and SuperDARN radar observations [e.g., Moen et al., 2001; Davies
et al., 2002]. However there are still many open questions regarding patch structuring and
dynamics. For example, there appears to be some discrepancy in the dawn-dusk extent
of patches observed during quiet geomagnetic conditions (wide, cigar-shaped) versus geo-
magnetically active periods (narrow, blob-shaped) [Hosokawa et al., 2014]. There is also
some debate whether the fine-scale structuring observed as patches approach the nightside
ionosphere is driven by the gradient drift instability \cite{Gondarenko_2003, Gondarenko_2004} or the shear driven instability \cite{Carlson_2012}. To resolve these issues, additional multi-instrument studies of polar cap patches characterizing each of the relevant ionospheric parameters (e.g., plasma density, temperature, velocity) are necessary.

1.5.4 Ionospheric Scintillation

Polar cap patches and tongue of ionization are particularly significant for commercial and military applications due to their impact on transionospheric radio signals. The sharp electron density gradients associated with these structures are believed to cause rapid fluctuations in signal amplitude and phase, called scintillation \cite{Aarons_1982, Buchau_1985}, which can severely degrade GPS navigation signals. The $S_4$ and $\sigma_\phi$ indices are two widely used measures for quantifying the degree of scintillation on GPS signals. The scintillation amplitude index $S_4$ is the standard deviation of the received power normalized by its mean value, while the phase index $\sigma_\phi$ is the standard deviation of the detrended L1 phase using a filter in the receiver with a cutoff frequency. These indices are typically recorded using high-precision GPS receivers with sampling rates of at least 50 Hz \cite{Prikryl_2013}. Because there are a limited number of GPS receivers with such a high sampling rate located within the polar cap, alternative techniques using lower-rate measurements are necessary for more comprehensive detection of scintillation occurrence. Only then will our understanding of the specific processes which cause ionospheric scintillation allow for proper forecasting of communication outages in the polar cap.

1.6 Research Objectives

Section 1.1 has introduced the structure of the ionosphere as well as the production, loss, and transport processes which govern the electron density distribution. During geomagnetic
storms, the intense coupling between the solar wind and magnetosphere causes large amounts of energy to be deposited into the Earth’s magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (M-I-T) system. The resulting perturbations in ionospheric electron density can have a severe impact on over-the-horizon signal propagation and satellite navigation systems. Over the last two decades, maps of GPS total electron content (TEC) have improved our understanding of these ionospheric storm effects. The broad objective of this dissertation is to use this powerful data set to improve our understanding of storm-time electron density changes in the mid-to high latitude ionosphere. For example, we will obtain the first large-scale, statistical characterization of storm-time effects in TEC. Progress is demonstrated through a series of first-authored and co-authored publications that examine storm effects generally and the specific phenomena outlined in Section 1.5.

1.7 Dissertation Organization

Chapter 1 has begun our discussion with a review of ionospheric formation, structure, and storm-time perturbations as well as some outstanding research questions. Chapter 2 will introduce the primary data sets and methods used in this dissertation. Next, Chapter 3 will present a case study on the structuring and transport of polar cap patches during a moderate geomagnetic storm. Chapter 4 will consider the statistical ionospheric storm response at midlatitudes over North America in terms of storm-time, local time, seasonal, and longitudinal effects. Chapter 5 will proceed with a discussion of recent co-authored findings on various ionospheric storm phenomena. Finally, Chapter 6 will present conclusions and ideas for future research relevant to the current work.
Chapter 2

Data Sets and Methods

2.1 SuperDARN

To understand the role of convection electric field in plasma structuring and transport we use observations from a global network of ground-based high frequency (HF) radars. The first Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radar was constructed in Goose Bay, Labrador and saw first light in October 1983 [Greenwald et al., 1985]. The Goose Bay radar is still in operation and continuously measures LOS velocities, spectral width, and backscattered power from decameter-scale field-aligned plasma irregularities in the $F$ region ionosphere. The main antenna array consists of 16 log-periodic antennas which transmit and receive signals over a frequency range from 8-20 MHz [Greenwald et al., 1995]. In its present state, the SuperDARN network consists of a total of 34 radars operated by over a dozen institutions around the world. Figure 2.1 shows the locations and fields of view (FOVs) of all currently operational radars in the Northern (left) and Southern (right) Hemispheres in magnetic coordinates.

SuperDARN radars operate continuously to measure line-of-sight (LOS) velocities, backscattered power, and spectral width from decameter-scale plasma irregularities in the ionosphere [Chisham et al., 2007]. The $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift velocities measured from SuperDARN radars can be combined into a global map of ionospheric plasma convection using the technique described by Ruohoniemi and Baker [1998] and Shepherd and Ruohoniemi [2000]. Figure 2.2
Figure 2.1: Fields of view of currently operational SuperDARN radars in northern (left) and southern (right) hemispheres as of 31 December 2015. Mid-latitude, high-latitude, and polar radar FOVs are shaded red, blue, and green respectively.

shows a sample map obtained for the 19:30–19:32 UT storm interval on 26 September 2011. The contours of constant electrostatic potential constitute streamlines for F region plasma convection. The pattern is predominantly two-cell with a pronounced dayside “throat” feature that can be expected to channel plasma into the polar cap from lower latitudes. Velocity vectors are drawn where velocity data were available from the radars; additional data were provided by a statistical model that is keyed to the prevailing IMF conditions. The coverage by the radars is extensive over North America and provides strong constraints for the fitted pattern, in particular, for the convergence of flows on the dayside that defines the throat. Further discussion of SuperDARN characteristics can be found in Section 3.2.
Figure 2.2: Map of plasma convection obtained for the 19:30–19:32 UT storm interval on 26 September 2011 using the standard SuperDARN fitting technique as described in the text and plotted in MLT with magnetic noon at the top. The contours indicate lines of constant electrostatic potential; the contour step is 6 kV and solid/dashed contours indicate negative/positive signs on the potential. The positions and three-letter names of the radars contributing to the solution are indicated.

2.2 Global Positioning System

2.2.1 Satellite Navigation

One of today’s most powerful tools for imaging large-scale ionospheric density structure can be traced to the dawn of the satellite era nearly 60 years ago. The concept of a satellite navigation system was first proposed after the launch of Sputnik 1 on October 4, 1957. Scientists at The Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory were able to trace the orbit of the spacecraft by measuring the Doppler shift in the frequency of its continuously transmitted
signal [Guier and Weifenbach, 1960]. Soon afterward, the U.S. Navy launched the first satellite for a two-dimensional navigation system known as the Navy Navigation Satellite System (NAVSAT) or TRANSIT. These spacecraft were located at an altitude of about 1,000 km with an orbital period of roughly 100 minutes and transmitted navigation messages at 150 and 400 MHz. Users on the Earth’s surface were able to calculate their location to an accuracy of only about 50-200 km and each satellite remained in view for no more than 20 minutes at a time. Because navigation signals were transmitted on two different frequencies, users were able to estimate delays introduced by electron densities in the ionosphere by measuring the difference in the arrival time of the two received signals. This novel concept would be re-used for later satellite navigation systems. The TRANSIT system was fully operational with a total of 7 satellites and 6 spares in orbit from 1968 until its retirement in 1996 [Yionoulis, 1998].

2.2.2 GPS

To overcome the shortcomings of TRANSIT, a new satellite navigation system was developed by Aerospace Corp. and the Department of Defense (DoD) Joint Program Office (JPO) called the Global Positioning System (GPS). GPS differed from TRANSIT in two key aspects: each spacecraft carried four atomic clocks for highly accurate time synchronization, and users were able to calculate a fully three-dimensional navigation solution by solving a series of four independent equations for the receiver clock bias and their three position coordinates. Each satellite transmitted its ephemeris and timing information on the same two frequencies: L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.6 MHz). Pseudorandom noise codes (PRNs) called the precision (P) code and coarse acquisition (C/A) code are modulated onto these two signals. The L1 and L2 signals are modulated by the P-code while only the L1 signal is modulated by the C/A code (Figure 2.3). The DoD encrypted the P code to ensure the
most accurate navigation solutions would be reserved for military personnel. An intentional
degradation called selective availability was also imposed on the C/A code available to civil-
ian users which created navigation errors on the order of hundreds of meters. The first
Block-I GPS satellite was launched in 1978, with additional spacecraft regularly launched
until a fully operational constellation of 24 satellites was achieved in 1993 [Getting, 1993].

![Modernization of GPS signals](image)

**Figure 2.3:** Modernization of GPS signals. “Present Signal” refers to the signal structure
at the time of the constellation’s completion in 1995 [Coster, 2011].

In its present state, the GPS constellation consists of between 24 and 32 satellites in six
orbital planes with an inclination of 55°. The spacecraft orbits are nearly circular and are
located 26,600 km from the center of the Earth. The control segment for GPS consists of a
master control station (MCS) at Schriever Air Force Base, an alternate MCS, and six monitor
stations at accurately-located geographic positions. Selective availability was permanently
turned off on May 4, 2000 by Executive Order from President Clinton [Kintner, 1999].
A modernization process is underway to improve the quality of signals available to both
military and civilian users with several new PRN codes modulated on the L1 and L2 signals
(Figure 2.3). In addition, a new L5 signal at 1776.45 MHz will be available to civilian users
for support of safety-of-life applications. A modified Block IIRM spacecraft launched on March 24, 2009 is the first GPS satellite to transmit the new L5 signal [Shaw et al., 2000; Coster, 2011].

2.2.3 GPS TEC

Total electron content (TEC) is a commonly-used parameter for characterizing the Earth’s ionosphere. It is defined as the total number of electrons within a cross-sectional volume along a path between two points and given in units of 1×10^{16} electrons/m^2, or 1 TECU. Researchers at MIT Haystack Observatory maintain one of several databases of global TEC (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California and the National Institute of Communications Technology in Japan are two others). The group at MIT Haystack was the first to incorporate GPS receivers from outside the International GNSS Service (IGS) and Continuously Operating Reference System (CORS) networks of strictly-managed receivers to identify plumes of storm enhanced density (SED) that form over the United States during geomagnetic storms [Coster et al., 2001]. Data files in RINEX and other formats are downloaded from thousands of GPS receiver sites around the world for automated processing with the MIT Automated Processing of GPS (MAPGPS) software package. First, a multiplicative factor called a mapping function is used to convert each individual line-of-sight TEC measurement into a zenith TEC estimate. An ionospheric pierce point at 350 km altitude is assumed and an elevation angle cutoff of 7° is imposed. The mapping function used in the automated processing is:

\[ z = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(1.0 - (F \cos(el))^2)}} \]

where the adjustment parameter, \( F \), is set to 0.95 for minimization of the average difference in estimated zenith TEC values for coincident measurements.

After the conversion to zenith TEC values, a combination of three different techniques
Figure 2.4: Global map of GPS TEC data for the 19:30–19:35 UT storm interval on 26 September 2011. Blank regions indicate missing TEC coverage.

is used for the estimation and removal of receiver biases: minimum scalloping, least squares, and the zero TEC method. A detailed explanation of these three methods can be found in Rideout and Coster [2006]. Finally, after receiver biases have been accounted for, the original data stream is decimated to a lower rate for faster processing time. Since June 2005, maps of global GPS TEC have been available from the Madrigal website at MIT Haystack (http://madrigal.haystack.mit.edu/madrigal). Data is provided at 5-minute intervals in 1° by 1° cells in geographic coordinates [Rideout and Coster, 2006; Coster, 2011]. Pre-generated plots of TEC data averaged over 20-minute intervals into 3° by 3° bins are posted on that day’s experiment page. Figure 2.4 shows a sample map of downloaded TEC data for the 19:30–19:35 UT storm interval on 26 September 2011. A plume of storm enhanced density (SED) can be seen stretching across North America from the eastern United States towards Alaska. Further discussion of GPS TEC characteristics can be found in Sections 3.2 and 4.2.2.
2.3 630.0 nm All-Sky Airglow

Optical measurements present a useful alternative to radio techniques for characterizing the ionospheric electron density structure. There are numerous airglow emission bands in the Earth’s upper atmosphere related to the chemical interactions between ionized and neutral constituents. Here we focus on the dissociative recombination of molecular oxygen ions in the lower thermosphere (200-300 km)

\[ \text{O}_2^+ + e^- \rightarrow \text{O} + \text{O}^* \]

which results in the emission of the 630.0 nm atomic oxygen red line. Barbier et al. [1962] demonstrated that the intensity of 630.0 nm airglow emissions is empirically proportional to

\[ f_0F_2 \times \exp \left( -\frac{h'F - 200}{41.3} \right) \]

where \( f_0F_2 \) is the critical frequency of the \( F_2 \) layer and \( h'F \) is the virtual height of the \( F_2 \) layer. The maximum \( F_2 \)-layer electron density (\( N_mF_2 \)) can be found from the critical frequency \( f_0F_2 \) using the equation

\[ N_mF_2 = \frac{1}{80.6}(f_0F_2)^2 \]

where \( N_mF_2 \) is in units of m\(^{-3}\) and \( f_0F_2 \) is in units of Hz. Therefore, the intensity of 630.0 nm red line airglow emissions is proportional to the peak \( F_2 \)-layer electron density (\( N_mF_2 \)). This relationship has been applied to the study of a wide range of phenomena such as polar cap patches [Weber et al., 1984, 1986; Hosokawa et al., 2006] and travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) [Kubota et al., 2001; Ogawa et al., 2002; Shiokawa et al., 2009].
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the OMTI all-sky cooled CCD camera system with 5-position filter wheel. The camera operation is controlled by the personal computer. Image data are saved into the optical disk [Shiokawa et al., 1999].

More specifically, 630.0 nm airglow intensity can be measured using a variety of optical instruments such as all-sky imagers (ASIs), scanning photometers, and Fabry-Perot interferometers. For the results presented in Chapter 3, we use observations from cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras with narrow band-pass filters capable of obtaining two-dimensional images of the airglow emissions in units of photon flux or rayleighs (R). Figure 2.5 shows a schematic diagram of one such ASI from the Optical Mesosphere Thermosphere Imagers (OMTI) network operated by Nagoya University [Shiokawa et al., 1999]. Further discussion of 630.0 nm ASI characteristics can be found in Section 3.2.

Figure 2.7 shows a 2-min snapshot of 630.0 nm all-sky airglow emissions recorded by an OMTI camera located in Resolute Bay (RSB) at 03:32 UT on 27 September 2011 during the geomagnetic storm recovery phase (earlier measurements from this storm interval were not available as the imager FOV was contaminated by daylight). Similar to Figures 2.2
Figure 2.6: 630.0 nm all-sky airglow emissions recorded by OMTI camera in Resolute Bay, Canada (RSB) during the geomagnetic storm recovery phase at 03:32 UT on 27 September 2011 in MLAT/MLT coordinates. Dark wedge-like shapes at 15 and 20 MLT are obstructions by the two nearby incoherent scatter radars at Resolute Bay.

and 2.4, data are again plotted in MLAT/MLT coordinates. Also note that the dark wedge-like shapes at 15 and 20 MLT are obstructions by the two nearby incoherent scatter radars at Resolute Bay. Here we see a bright optical signature near 80° MLAT and 22 MLT likely corresponding to a polar cap patch. These localized optical measurements generally offer much finer-scale resolution for tracking the structuring of patches or other density structures compared to the globally gridded GPS TEC data discussed previously.
2.4 Other Data Sets

Over the years, several geomagnetic indices have been created to describe different storm-time perturbations of the M-I system. Numerous spacecraft have also been launched to monitor the upstream solar wind conditions to forecast space weather effects in the magnetosphere and ionosphere. These supplementary data sets can be valuable tools for identifying unique intervals for a case study (e.g., Chapter 3) or classifying observations for a larger statistical survey (e.g., Chapter 4). In this section we discuss a few of the indices and interplanetary parameters used throughout this dissertation.

2.4.1 Dst/Sym-H Indices

The Disturbance storm time (Dst) index is an hourly measure of the average global \( H \) variation obtained from four equatorial ground magnetometer stations and has traditionally been used to classify geomagnetic storms into varying categories of weak, moderate, or strong activity [Gonzalez et al., 1994]. An alternative to Dst is the Sym-H index, which is a measure of the symmetric disturbance in the \( H \) field obtained at 1 min cadence from 11 midlatitude ground magnetometer stations [Iyemori, 1990; Iyemori et al., 2010]. The Sym-H index has been shown to closely track Dst for magnitudes \( \leq -300 \) nT and can be treated as a higher-resolution “proxy” or alternative [Wanliss and Showalter, 2006]. Figures 2.7a and 2.7b show the Dst and Sym-H indices from 06:00-24:00 UT during the geomagnetic storm on 26 September 2011. While the Sym-H index clearly provides finer temporal resolution, both indices identify the storm main phase onset (sharp decrease to negative values) as occurring around 15:00 UT. The storm recovery phase begins about two hours later at 17:00 UT as both the Dst and Sym-H values remain consistently negative around -100 nT into the next day. In this manner geomagnetic storms are identified for both case and statistical studies.
Figure 2.7: Geomagnetic and solar wind OMNI parameters during geomagnetic storm on 26 September 2011: (a) Dst index, (b) Sym-H index, (c) AE index, OMNI IMF (d) Bx, (e) By, (f) Bz, and (g) dynamic pressure. Identification of storm phases is explained in the text.

2.4.2 AE Index

The Auroral Electrojet (AE) index is a measure of global electrojet activity [Davis and Sugiura, 1966]. The horizontal or $H$ component of the Earth’s magnetic field is first recorded at 1 min cadence at several (7-13) ground magnetometer stations located throughout the auroral zone in the northern hemisphere. Next, the data is normalized by subtracting the average value from the five geomagnetically quietest days of the month for each station. Upper (AU) and lower (AL) envelopes are then calculated by superposing data from all

of ionospheric storm effects throughout the dissertation.
stations. The AU and AL indices reflect the strongest current intensity of the eastward and westward auroral electrojets respectively. The AE index is thus obtained by taking the difference between the AU and AL indices. The last of these auroral indices is the AO index, which is the mean value of AU and AL and provides a measure of the equivalent zonal current [Kamei et al., 1992]. Figure 2.7c shows the AE index during the 26 September 2011 geomagnetic storm. Three peaks in the AE index can be seen near 12:45, 17:00, and 19:30 UT. The first two peaks coincide with the storm sudden commencement (sharp increase to positive Dst/Sym-H values) and main phase onset, while the third and largest peak occurs well into the storm recovery phase. These are likely signatures of substorm onset corresponding to magnetic reconnection processes in the tail. In this way we see how different magnetic perturbation indices are necessary to capture the effects of the different M-I current systems.

2.4.3 OMNI Interplanetary Measurements

Knowledge of solar wind parameters such as the orientation and magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is crucial to understanding the degree of coupling to the Earth’s magnetosphere. Here we focus on the OMNI 2 database which is a compilation of magnetic field and plasma parameters measured at 1 min cadence by several spacecraft in the upstream solar wind. These interplanetary values have been lagged to the subsolar point on the Earth’s bow shock [King and Papitashvili, 2005]. While lower-resolution historical data are available since 1964, currently only the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) and Wind spacecraft located in L1 (Lagrange point) orbit are contributing IMF and plasma parameter measurements to the OMNI 2 database. Figures 2.7d–2.7g show OMNI IMF Bx, By, Bz, and dynamic pressure measurements during the 26 September 2011 geomagnetic storm. The arrival of a solar coronal mass ejection near 12:45 UT can be seen as an abrupt
increase in the magnitude of the IMF components and solar wind dynamic pressure. A southward turning of IMF $B_z$ to largely negative values ($-30$ nT) near 15:00 UT triggers the storm main phase onset previously identified in the $Dst$/Sym-H ring current indices. A second structure in the solar wind is seen in the dynamic pressure later at 19:00 UT, preceding the final intensification of $AE$ near 19:30 UT. While the IMF $B_z$ component remains weakly negative as the storm enters the recovery phase around 21:00 UT, it is greatly reduced in magnitude from its earlier values and the IMF $B_y$ and solar wind dynamic pressure remain steady near zero. Thus we see how interplanetary measurements of the solar wind IMF and plasma parameters help provide context for the geomagnetic indices described above.

2.5 Methods and Data Access

A core tenet of this research work has been to ensure ease of access and data availability for outside users. In fact, this philosophy has led to several of the collaborative research projects described later in the dissertation. Thomas [2012] first introduced the package of online plotting tools for generating combined GPS TEC/SuperDARN figures hosted on the VT SuperDARN website (http://vt.superdarn.org). At the most basic level, users are able to generate either static or animated .gif plots of GPS TEC data. Options are available for applying a spatiotemporal median filtering technique to the TEC data as well as overlaying common SuperDARN parameters such as line-of-sight velocities, backscattered power, and fitted convection patterns. After generating one of these figures a link to that day’s GPS TEC data file on Madrigal can be found below the figure. If no data for the selected date are available, the user receives an error message and a link to a summary plot of the available TEC data on Virginia Tech’s servers is provided. A “quick guide” is also available for download which explains the plotting options, median filtering technique, and any known issues or planned updates. Users are requested to contact the developer before using any
Figure 2.8: Output from the Interactive ASI Plotting page on the VT SuperDARN website for a polar cap patch event on 22 January 2012. (left panel) GPS TEC with field of view (FOV) of OMTI camera at Resolute Bay overlaid, (middle panel) same GPS TEC data with 630.0 nm airglow overlaid, (right panel) 630.0 nm airglow data with SuperDARN Inuvik (INV) radar backscatter power overlaid. Airglow data is measured by the OMTI camera located in Resolute Bay, Canada [Shiokawa et al., 2009].

As a direct result of an NSF-sponsored research visit to Japan (award number IIA-1310774) a new tool has been added to the suite of online plotting software which allows users to overlay 630.0 nm airglow measurements from all-sky imagers (ASIs). Currently, optical data are only available from the Resolute Bay (RSB) OMTI camera [Shiokawa et al., 2009] from January 2005 to March 2014, although data from the Svalbard camera (SCAM) [Taguchi et al., 2012] may also become publicly available at a later date. Users have the capability to select the emission altitude mapping, zenith angle cutoff, and whether to apply correction for limb effects. Figure 2.8 demonstrates how SuperDARN, GPS TEC, and 630.0 nm airglow measurements have been integrated for the purposes of this tool. The left panel shows 5 min GPS TEC data in the northern polar cap with the field of view (FOV) of the RSB imager.
overlaid. The middle panel shows a 2 min snapshot of 630.0 nm airglow overlaid onto the same TEC. Finally, backscattered power measured by the Inuvik (INV) SuperDARN radar is overlaid onto the same 630.0 nm airglow image in the right panel. Similar to the GPS TEC/SuperDARN tools described above, users may also generate animated movies in this format. Figure 2.9 shows the currently available GPS TEC (left) and airglow (right) data stored on the VT SuperDARN data server. These new analysis tools have already aided in the research performed in Chapter 3 and will make it easier for scientists to improve our understanding of plasma density structuring and related phenomena in the high latitude ionosphere.

**Figure 2.9:** Summary plots of (left) GPS TEC and (right) OMTI Resolute Bay 630.0 nm airglow data available on the VT SuperDARN data server for online plotting.
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Abstract

Transionospheric radio signals in the high-latitude polar cap are susceptible to degradation when encountering sharp electron density gradients associated with discrete plasma structures, or patches. Multi-instrument measurements of polar cap patches are examined during a geomagnetic storm interval on 22 January 2012. For the first time, we monitor the transportation of patches with high spatial and temporal resolution across the polar cap for 1–2 h using a combination of GPS total electron content (TEC), all-sky airglow imagers (ASIs), and Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) HF radar backscatter. Simultaneous measurements from these data sets allow for continuous tracking of patch location, horizontal
extent, and velocity despite adverse observational conditions for the primary technique (e.g.,
sunlit regions in the ASI data). Spatial collocation between patch-like features in relatively
coarse but global GPS TEC measurements and those mapped by high-resolution ASI data
was very good, indicating that GPS TEC can be applied to track patches continuously as they
are transported across the polar cap. In contrast to previous observations of cigar-shaped
patches formed under weakly disturbed conditions, the relatively narrow dawn-dusk extent
of patches in the present interval (500–800 km) suggests association with a longitudinally
confined plasma source region, such as storm-enhanced density (SED) plume. SuperDARN
observations show that the backscatter power enhancements corresponded to the optical
patches, and for the first time we demonstrate that the motion of the optical patches was
consistent with background plasma convection velocities.

3.1 Introduction

Polar cap patches are discrete plasma structures in the $F$ region ionosphere characterized
by electron densities elevated above those of the surrounding plasma and ranging in horizon-
tal size from 100 to 1000 km [Weber et al., 1986; Crowley, 1996]. Patches are formed in the
dayside ionosphere near the footprint of the magnetospheric cusp and propagate toward the
nightside across the central polar cap region. They are believed to be closely related to rapid
fluctuations in radio signal amplitude and phase, called scintillation [Aarons, 1982; Weber
et al., 1984; Buchau et al., 1985]. Recently, Carlson [2012] examined several of the most
commonly proposed patch formation and structuring mechanisms, suggesting that capture
of daytime sunlit plasma through transient magnetic reconnection [Lockwood and Carlson,
1992] is often the dominant production mechanism, while relatively less dense patches may
also be produced by particle precipitation in the cusp [Rodger et al., 1995; Walker et al.,
1999; Moen et al., 2001; Lorentzen et al., 2010] and polar cap [Oksavik et al., 2006]. In situ
measurements from the recently launched constellation of Swarm spacecraft have been used
to demonstrate these formation mechanisms [Goodwin et al., 2015] and characterize patch
structuring due to the gradient drift instability [Spicher et al., 2015]. The region where
patches exit the polar cap and enter the nightside auroral zone spans a wide range of mag-
netic local times [Moen et al., 2007] and is determined by magnetic reconnection in the tail [Zhang et al., 2013].

In contrast to discrete patches, the polar tongue of ionization (TOI) is a continuous channel of high-density $F$ region plasma which is transported from the dayside midlatitude ionosphere through the cusp and into the polar cap by enhanced convection electric fields [Foster, 1993; Foster et al., 2005]. The source of the TOI is the region of midlatitude storm-enhanced density (SED) formed under geomagnetically disturbed conditions. An outstanding issue is the precise conditions which determine whether an SED plume leads to the generation of a continuous TOI feature or discrete patches.

Although it is often assumed that patches move with the background plasma velocity, there have been only limited demonstrations of the equivalence of these velocities, and none with direct measurements of the velocities themselves. For example, Hosokawa et al. [2009] demonstrated a strong statistical link between the motion of patches over Resolute Bay and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions while Hosokawa et al. [2010] examined this link for an event with two patches. Perry et al. [2013], studying the same two-patch event, illustrated a link between the vertical motion of the patches and their luminosity. The degree of equivalence between optical patch velocities and the background $E \times B$ plasma drift is still to be demonstrated conclusively with direct, simultaneous measurements.

Another open question is the spatial extent of polar cap patches under varying geomagnetic conditions. Typically, the dawn-dusk width of patches observed in the polar cap is much greater than the noon-midnight horizontal extent during low levels of geomagnetic activity [Hosokawa et al., 2014]. These cigar-shaped patches have been suggested as evidence of transient flow bursts capturing sunlit plasma near the dayside polar cap boundary across several hours of magnetic local time [Carlson et al., 2004]. However, if the distribution of source plasma in the dayside ionosphere has some asymmetry (e.g., an SED plume), the
The goal of this paper is to examine polar cap patches generated from an SED plume on 22 January 2012 and monitor their transportation from the dayside to nightside ionosphere at high spatial and temporal resolution. Previous studies have examined patches using only Global Positioning System (GPS) total electron content (TEC) data [Zhang et al., 2013]; GPS TEC and overhead satellite electron content (OSEC) [Bust and Crowley, 2007]; optical and Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) data [Hosokawa et al., 2009]; or optical, SuperDARN, and incoherent scatter radar data [Dahlgren et al., 2012]. Here for the first time, we use a combination of GPS TEC, all-sky airglow imagers (ASIs), and SuperDARN HF radar to verify the conformity of patch characteristics (e.g., spatial extent and velocity) across these three data sets.

3.2 Instrumentation

In this study, airglow measurements are collected with two ASIs within the northern polar cap. The first is the Optical Mesosphere Thermosphere Imagers camera located at Resolute Bay, Canada (RSB: 74.73°N, 265.07°E, geomagnetic latitude 82.96°) [Shiokawa et al., 2009] while the second is a highly sensitive airglow imager operated in Longyearbyen, Norway (LYR: 78.21°N, 15.55°E, geomagnetic latitude 75.67°) since October 2011 [Taguchi et al., 2012]. These ASIs monitor the intensity of atomic oxygen red line emissions at 630.0 nm wavelength which are known to be closely related to the $F$ region electron density profile and vertical plasma motion [Buchau et al., 1983; Perry et al., 2013]. We have followed the procedure described by Kubota et al. [2001] to correct the observed intensities for zenith angle sensitivity, the van Rhijn effect, and atmospheric extinction [Tohmatsu and Ogawa, 1990].

shape of patches may also be distorted.
Global maps of GPS TEC binned into $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ cells at 5 min cadence are obtained from the Madrigal database at Massachusetts Institute of Technology Haystack Observatory [Rideout and Coster, 2006] and presented using the method described by Thomas et al. [2013]. One TEC unit (TECU) is given as $1 \times 10^{16}$ el/m$^2$ and represents the total number of electrons contained in a column extending upward from the Earth’s surface through the ionosphere with a cross-sectional area of 1 m$^2$. Similar to 630.0 nm airglow, GPS TEC is often considered representative of horizontal ionospheric electron density structure [Mendillo, 2006].

SuperDARN is an international network of coherent HF radars which operate continuously to measure line-of-sight (LOS) velocities, backscatter power, and spectral width from decameter-scale plasma irregularities in the ionosphere [Chisham et al., 2007]. The measured convection drift velocities of these plasma irregularities are routinely used to derive global electric field maps that describe the large-scale circulation of plasma in the ionosphere [Ruo- honiemi and Baker, 1998]. We focus on observations from the PolarDARN Inuvik radar (INV: 68.4°N, 226.5°E, geomagnetic latitude 71.5°) which shares a common field of view (FOV) with the RSB imager.

It is important to consider the different instrument limitations and sampling resolutions when reconciling patch observations across each of the three data sets. A 630.0 nm airglow imager requires dark skies to differentiate $F$ region electron density patches from the background solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photionization incident on the dayside ionosphere. For zenith angles less than 45° (i.e., near the center of the imager FOVs) the average spatial resolution is $\sim 4$ km for RSB and $\sim 2$ km for the LYR camera. The HF radar technique employed by SuperDARN depends on the satisfaction of two criteria: 1) favorable radio wave propagation conditions for the transmitted signal to reach the patch and 2) the presence of field-aligned decameter-scale irregularities from which the signal can backscatter toward
the radar site [e.g., Moen et al., 2000]. Observations from the INV radar are separated in azimuth by 3.3° and sampled in 45 km range gates, while GPS TEC values within the polar cap are averaged over ∼100 km spatial scales. Due to the orbital inclination of the GPS constellation (55°), the maximum possible elevation angle from a receiver at the geographic pole is less than 45°, limiting the availability of TEC coverage at high latitudes.

There are also various mapping ambiguities involved with each of the three datasets that can lead to some spatial differences. For example, TEC data are calculated assuming a slab ionosphere at 350 km altitude, while we have assumed 270 km and 280 km peak emission altitudes for the RSB and LYR images, respectively [Sakai et al., 2014]. Similarly, there is often an uncertainty of about one range gate (±45 km) when mapping SuperDARN backscatter due to limitations of the standard virtual height model [Chisham et al., 2008]; this can be corrected when reliable elevation angle of arrival information is available. To summarize, fine spatial resolution (2/4 km) is available from the ASIs over limited areas, mesoscale (45 km) from HF radar over larger areas, and coarse resolution (100 km) over continental areas, making it possible to carry out multiresolution imaging of plasma structure in the polar cap ionosphere even where one measurement technique may be degraded or unavailable.

3.3 Observations

3.3.1 Event Overview

A moderate geomagnetic storm was triggered on 22 January 2012 by an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME). The arrival of the ICME at Earth’s magnetosphere can be seen in Figure 3.1 (first panel) at 06:15 UT as an abrupt intensification in Sym-H followed
Figure 3.1: Geomagnetic and solar wind parameters on 22–23 January 2012: (first panel) Sym-H index, (second panel) AE index, OMNI IMF (third panel) $B_x$, (fourth panel) $B_y$, (fifth panel) $B_z$, and (sixth panel) SuperDARN cross polar cap potential. The shaded region indicates the interval from 22 to 24 UT when a series of polar cap patches were identified from both GPS TEC maps and 630.0 nm airglow images.

by a decline from +60 to −80 nT. We have highlighted a 2 h interval (22–24 UT) from the main phase of the storm during which a train of patches was observed in the polar cap ionosphere across the three data sets. Figure 3.1 (second panel) indicates sustained recurrent substorm activity in the auroral electrojet ($AE$) index beginning around 15:00 UT and continuing for the next 18 h. The next three panels show the IMF $B_x$, $B_y$, and $B_z$ components at the bow shock in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates from the OMNI 2 database [King and Papitashvili, 2005]; the magnitudes of all three components were very large (>20 nT) following storm onset. IMF $B_y$ was decreasingly negative during
the first half of the 2 h interval while the $B_z$ component remained southward at around $-10$ nT. Conversely, IMF $B_z$ slowly varied between $+5$ and $+10$ nT during the same period. The Northern Hemisphere cross polar cap potential derived from SuperDARN observations (Figure 3.1, sixth panel) was elevated throughout the main phase of the storm, corresponding to enhanced storm time convection and circulation of plasma in the high-latitude ionosphere [Ruohoniemi et al., 2001]. The occurrence of $F$ region patches over Svalbard during this period was confirmed in measurements of electron density carried out by the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) Svalbard radar as described by Sakai et al. [2014].

Figure 3.2 shows an overview of GPS TEC, ASI, and SuperDARN observations at 22:08 (a–d) and 22:42 UT (e–h) on 22 January 2012 in magnetic local time (MLT)/magnetic latitude (MLAT) coordinates. A narrow region of increased TEC corresponding to an SED plume is seen extending across North America toward 70° A and noon MLT in Figure 3.2a. The boxed region from this panel is enlarged in Figure 3.2b to highlight the successive train of polar cap patches stretching from the dayside SED plume to the nightside ionosphere. Note that we have decreased the TEC color scale from that applied in Figure 3.2a in order to display the patch features more prominently. In Figure 3.2c the 630.0 nm airglow image from the LYR all-sky camera is overlaid on the map of GPS TEC. A remarkable spatial correspondence is seen between the patch-like features in the TEC and optical observations around 24 MLT between Greenland and Svalbard (the bright region at the bottom of the LYR FOV corresponds to auroral precipitation). Figure 3.2d shows regions of HF ionospheric backscatter observed by the INV radar with its FOV overlaid onto the 630.0 nm airglow data. There is a very good correspondence between the HF backscatter and bright TEC patch within the INV FOV near the geomagnetic pole at 15 MLT.

More than 30 min later at 22:42 UT the SED plume is still visible in GPS TEC over North America (Figure 3.2e), and a train of patches is still observed stretching across the
Figure 3.2: GPS TEC, 630.0 nm airglow, and SuperDARN ionospheric echoes on 22 January 2012 at 22:08 UT (a–d) and 22:42 UT (e–h) in MLT/MLAT coordinates. (a,e) Maps of GPS TEC showing SED plume over North America extending toward dayside cusp region. (b,f) Enlarged view of TEC within polar cap region, with ASI FOVs and Beam-10 of the INV radar indicated. (c,g) 630.0 nm airglow observations from RSB and LYR imagers overlaid onto GPS TEC maps. (d,h) Backscatter power measured by the INV radar overlaid onto the airglow images. Day/night terminator (solar zenith angle = 100°) indicated by dotted line. Empty regions in the GPS TEC maps denote lack of data coverage rather than low electron density values.
polar cap. There is a very clear correspondence between the TEC and airglow patches on
the edge of the LYR FOV over Greenland seen in Figure 3.2g. By this time, data also
became available from the RSB imager, although the upper half of its FOV is contaminated
by daylight as indicated by the dotted solar terminator line (Note that the dark wedge-like
shapes at 10 and 15 MLT are obstructions by the two nearby incoherent scatter radars at
Resolute Bay). The reader is referred to Movie S1 in the supporting information which
clearly shows these optical patches emerging from the sunlit region and their subsequent
transportation to the nightside auroral oval. In particular, this movie demonstrates the
common antisunward motion of the INV echoes and RSB optical patches seen in Figure 3.2h.
The benefit of the high-resolution airglow data also becomes more apparent when tracking
the fine-scale structuring of the patches as they reach the nightside, which cannot be resolved
from the globally gridded TEC data.

3.3.2 Airglow-SuperDARN Time Series

Although two-dimensional images are useful for determining the spatial extent of patches,
they provide limited insight into the magnitude of patch velocities. We next examine these
data in a time series/keogram format along a selected INV radar beam. Figure 3.3 shows
(a) radar backscatter power and (b) RSB 630.0 nm optical intensity along Beam 10 of the
INV radar as a function of slant range (distance traveled by a transmitted signal through the
ionosphere to a region of backscattering irregularities). The times of the maps presented in
Figure 3.2 (22:08 UT and 22:42 UT) are indicated by vertical dashed lines, and the y axis of
each panel has been oriented such that downward moving features correspond to antisunward
motion along the radar beam. Accordingly, the bright region at the top of the RSB keogram
corresponds to daylight contamination. Also note that optical data were not recorded by
the RSB ASI until 22:40 UT once the Sun was sufficiently (12°) below the horizon. Linear
Figure 3.3: Time series/keogram representation of RSB 630.0 nm airglow and SuperDARN echoes along Beam 10 of the INV radar. (a) Backscatter power overlaid onto 630.0 nm airglow measurements and (b) same ASI 630.0 nm measurements closest to each range cell along the radar beam. Vertical dashed lines indicate the times of the maps shown in Figure 3.2, and y axes are oriented such that all features are traveling antisunward. Solid white lines (I-V) represent patch trajectories estimated from RSB optical data.

traces of five RSB optical patches (I-V) are overlaid onto both panels in Figure 3.3.

There is a remarkable one-to-one spatial correspondence between the INV power and RSB airglow for the optical patches labeled I through V (Figures 3.3a and 3.3b). We infer that the dayside patches are closely associated with enhanced radar backscatter due to more favorable conditions for the formation of ionospheric irregularities. We note that a weak patch-like feature was seen in the radar observations between patches I and II, where the optical measurements were fairly featureless. Comparing the overall intensities of the
Table 3.1: Velocity magnitudes of polar cap patches shown in Figure 3.3 as determined from great circle distance of optical traces and averaged HF radar measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>RSB (airglow)</th>
<th>INV (HF radar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>665</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>679</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

patch features between the two sets of measurements, it seems likely that the corresponding optical feature was too weak to be detected. Although the RSB ASI did not turn on until 22:40 UT, it is possible to trace the first optical patch located near 2000 km slant range (I) to its position 20 min earlier using the radar backscatter power data. The INV radar even observed ionospheric patches within the daylight-contaminated region of the RSB FOV several minutes before they appeared in the optical measurements. Such an early warning capability could prove useful in real-time predictions of patch motion.

The INV radar measures the LOS $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift of small-scale plasma irregularities, which need not be associated with any larger density features such as a polar cap patch. Estimated speeds of the optical patches (I–V) in Figure 3.3 are calculated from the great circle distance of the linear traces and listed in Table 3.1 along with their average LOS velocities measured by the INV radar. Velocity magnitudes are 600–700 m/s and agree to within 10% between the two data sets for each patch. The motion of polar cap patches are believed to be driven by the background plasma convection [Milan et al., 2002] as the incompressible nature of the ionospheric plasma has previously been demonstrated using EISCAT and SuperDARN radar observations [Moen et al., 2001; Davies et al., 2002; Lockwood et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2011]. In the past literature, however, there have been no studies that directly demonstrate
the connection between optical patch motion and background convection velocity. The correspondence observed here lends credence to the idea that patch motion in the polar cap is controlled by convection and that the backscatter power enhancements seen by the HF radars can be used to track the patches. These results confirm a very good correspondence between these two sets of velocity measurements with reliable accuracy.

### 3.3.3 Airglow-TEC Comparison

We now consider the relationship between GPS TEC and 630.0 nm airglow measurements of polar cap patches. Historically, most studies comparing these two data-sets have focused on signatures of traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) at middle to low latitudes [e.g., Ogawa et al., 2002]. The recent expansion of ground-based GPS receivers to higher latitudes in the North American and European sectors allows for the inclusion of polar cap observations in globally gridded maps of GPS TEC. This now provides the opportunity to test the agreement between vertically integrated TEC observations of patches with well-documented patch signatures in 630.0 nm airglow mapped to a discrete emission altitude. While TEC data are available within the FOVs of both ASIs, here we will focus on optical measurements from only the LYR imager due to daylight contamination masking the upper half of the RSB FOV.

Figure 3.4 presents an overview of this comparative analysis. We have selected the time interval from Figure 3.2g (22:42 UT) when a bright patch was observed in both GPS TEC and LYR airglow data. Nearest TEC values are mapped into each pixel of the LYR FOV (Figure 3.4a) for comparison with the high-resolution measurements of 630.0 nm airglow intensity in Figure 3.4b. Blank regions indicate missing TEC coverage, while areas corresponding to auroral precipitation within the LYR FOV (shaded black) have been discarded.
Figure 3.4: (a) GPS TEC for 22:40–22:45 UT mapped into each pixel of LYR FOV and (b) LYR 630.0 nm airglow measurements at 22:42 UT in MLT/MLAT coordinates. Blank spaces in Figure 3.4a indicate missing TEC values while black regions in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b have been filtered to remove auroral airglow emissions. (c) Scatterplot of LYR airglow measurements versus GPS TEC data used to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient (0.65). Solid line represents the linear fit to all data points (slope = 29.4); red diamonds indicate median values at each TEC bin.
from the analysis. Figure 3.4c presents the LYR airglow intensity as a function of GPS TEC. Red diamonds indicate the median value at each TECU bin while the heavy black line is a linear fit to all of the data. There is a strong positive correlation between the two data sets, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.65 for this interval. This indicates that the optical patch makes the dominant contribution to the height-integrated electron density in the TEC column. While this analysis is limited to one image from a single ASI, it clearly demonstrates the utility of using GPS TEC maps for identifying and tracking polar cap patches and illustrates that the patch-related density perturbation can be the dominant contributor to TEC.

### 3.3.4 Patch Width and Structuring

Recently, Hosokawa et al. [2014] studied the spatial extent of polar cap patches while the RSB and LYR imagers were aligned in a more dawn-dusk geometry during a weakly disturbed period on 12 November 2012. They found the dawn-dusk extent of the patches to be about 1500–2000 km, which overlapped ~70% of the antisunward plasma flow region. The patches near the dayside convection throat shown in the present study appear much narrower in both the GPS TEC and airglow measurements (500–800 km) and cover only ~30% of the antisunward flow. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.5, where the SuperDARN global convection contours are overlaid onto the airglow and TEC measurements at 22:42 UT. As suggested by Hosokawa et al. [2014], this is likely because the source of the patches (poleward extent of SED plume) was already much more confined in the dawn-dusk direction. In contrast, several patches observed on the nightside within the FOV of the LYR ASI possess a more elongated dawn-dusk appearance. This discrepancy between narrow dayside and wider nightside patches can be explained in terms of the global ionospheric convection pattern. Statistical models of convection [e.g., Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 2005] regularly
Figure 3.5: Snapshot of (a) RSB/LYR 630.0 nm airglow and (b) GPS TEC observations at 22:42 UT with SuperDARN global convection contours and estimated fitted velocity vectors overlaid in MLT/MLAT coordinates.

Predict dense streamlines of plasma drift near the dayside cusp and a broader, more relaxed pattern on the nightside. Such a relaxation of the ionospheric convection would allow narrow patches originating from an SED plume to elongate as they are transported further toward the nightside. Future studies using the multi-instrument, high-resolution technique presented here will be able to test the degree to which the spatial structure of polar cap patches differ under varying geomagnetic conditions and their relation to SED plumes.

Here we characterize the structuring of an individual nightside polar cap patch observed by the LYR ASI (previously shown in Figure 3.2c). The evolution of this patch is tracked from 22:05 to 22:30 UT at 5 min cadence in Figures 3.6a–3.6f with SuperDARN global convection contours and locations of radar velocity vectors again overlaid. Beginning with the image at 22:05 UT (Figure 3.6a) the patch has an almost classical “blob” shape, with a bright center and radially decreasing optical intensity. However, there is also a dimmer “tail” feature extending away from the equatorward, or leading, edge of the patch toward earlier MLT regions and perpendicular to the streamlines of ionospheric convection. The
trailing edge of this tail feature is filled with radar velocity measurements indicating the presence of decameter-scale field-aligned plasma irregularities, while the main body of the patch is nearly devoid of similar irregularity signatures. In the next image at 22:10 UT (Figure 3.6b) the optical intensity of the patch has decreased and a reduction in the amount of radar backscatter is observed. This coincides with a transition in the large-scale convection pattern as the patch encounters a kink in the dawn cell of the convection streamlines.

Moving on to the image at 22:15 UT in Figure 3.6c, the smooth edges of the main body of the patch have become less well defined. There is also a clear spatial separation between the radar backscatter observed along the patch tail and the higher-velocity auroral flows measured at lower latitudes. This gap is well defined in the 630.0 nm airglow as a persistent low-density trough convecting equatorward in advance of the optical patch. Five minutes later at 22:20 UT (Figure 3.6d) this separation between the two irregularity regions is even more apparent, with some lower velocity signatures observed near the leading edge of the tail feature. In Figures 3.6e and 3.6f corresponding to 22:25 and 22:30 UT, the previously smooth main body of the bright optical patch has become increasingly deformed with a great deal of mesoscale structuring observed by the LYR ASI. Narrow finger-like structures are seen extending radially outward from the northern and eastern edges of the patch which are still devoid of any decameter-scale plasma irregularities observable by the SuperDARN radars.

In hindsight, the low-density trough can be traced through the images as it progresses from the northern edge of Svalbard to almost the northern edge of the Scandinavian mainland. This displacement follows the equatorward plasma flow indicated by the convection contours. The tail of the patch defines the poleward edge of the trough and clearly produces radar backscatter that follows the movement of the tail itself. The main body of the patch encounters more distorted convection associated with the rotation of the flow streamlines.
Figure 3.6: (a–f) LYR 630.0 nm airglow images of patch evolution and structuring from 22:05 to 22:30 UT at 5 min intervals with SuperDARN convection contours overlaid in MLT/MLAT coordinates. Locations of radar velocity vectors corresponding to regions of HF backscatter from decameter-scale irregularities are also identified; color scale indicates magnitude of plasma motion along the convection streamlines.
from equatorward to eastward, i.e., toward the dayside. The impact can be viewed in the reshaping of the main body of the patch from a curvature that is oriented westward at higher latitudes to eastward at lower latitudes. Because of their different experiences of convection, the body and the tail of the patch gradually lose the appearance of connectedness. Within the context of this relatively low resolution depiction of the convection, there is no obvious source for the extensive mesoscale structuring that occurs within the main body of the patch. We conclude that patches exiting the polar cap on the nightside are subject to extensive reshaping by convection and quickly lose the spatial imprint of their dayside formation mechanism.

3.4 Discussion and Summary

We have presented observations of polar cap plasma transport during the moderate geomagnetic storm on 22 January 2012 using GPS TEC, 630.0 nm airglow, and SuperDARN measurements. Here, for the first time, we have achieved global high-resolution imaging and tracking by combining these three types of instruments, which opens new possibilities for simultaneously analyzing patch structuring and global transport. An SED plume was observed to form at midlatitudes over North America which provided the source plasma for entry to the polar cap ionosphere. High-density patches originating from this SED plume were then convected across the polar cap at speeds exceeding 500 m/s toward the nightside auroral oval.

As both data sets are often treated as proxies for horizontal $F$ region electron density structure, the correspondence between GPS TEC and 630.0 nm airglow observations of patches has been expected and is now demonstrated with the present paper (Figure 3.4). However, the globally gridded TEC data cannot resolve the fine-scale structure of patches visible at $\sim$2 and $\sim$4 km resolution with the ASIs. Our assumption of the peak emission
altitudes for the airglow images has been confirmed through spatial comparison with the GPS TEC and SuperDARN data. The newly formed patches are also demonstrated to have a clear counterpart in HF radar observations. Decameter-scale plasma irregularities observed by the INV SuperDARN radar appear to be distributed throughout entire patches near the dayside cusp (Figure 3.3a), consistent with previous studies by Hosokawa et al. [2009] and Thomas et al. [2013]. To within the uncertainties due to the coarser spatial resolution of the radar measurements and variability in HF propagation, the appearance and movement of the backscatter features matches those of the optical patches and can even extend their observation into sunlit conditions.

The relationship between HF radar observations and optical patches on the nightside is more complicated. In the previous section we tracked the evolution and structuring of a bright optical patch as it moved through the FOV of the LYR ASI (Figure 3.6). No HF radar backscatter is observed within the smooth body of the patch or on its edges. However, decameter-scale irregularities appear to be located along the less dense tail feature extending away from the body of the patch with a possible preference for the trailing edge of the tail. This feature was generally oriented perpendicular to the streamlines of plasma convection, suggesting an \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift parallel to the positive density gradient on its trailing edge which satisfies the growth condition for field-aligned irregularities via the gradient drift instability. Over the next 30 min the previously smooth body of the patch became increasingly deformed and narrow finger-like structuring is observed on its edges. The patches quickly distort as they exit the polar cap on the nightside and encounter more spatially structured convection. Such finger-like structuring of patches has been reproduced in three-dimensional nonlinear simulations of the gradient drift instability [Gondarenko and Guzdar, 2004]. This instability process may be further affected by the presence of a time-varying electric field [Gondarenko et al., 2003], which is clearly indicated by temporal changes in the ionospheric convection.
pattern and magnitudes of the radar velocity measurements. Changes in the ionospheric convection driven by variability in the solar wind and magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes represent another possible structuring mechanism.

The current study has demonstrated that the shape of patches (i.e., dawn-dusk extent) is clearly different during quiet-moderate and storm time conditions. As mentioned above, this difference is primarily due to the difference in the spatial distribution of the source plasma on the dayside. However, there is another possibility, namely, that the difference in the generation process (how the source plasma is cut or injected near the dayside cusp) may be the cause of the observed difference in the shape. The tendency for wider patches on the nightside can be explained in terms of a relaxation or broadening of the streamlines of ionospheric convection in the nightside polar cap. Need for further comparative study of patch generation during quiet and storm periods is indicated, which could be achieved by combining the type of ground-based measurements described here with in situ rocket or low-altitude spacecraft observations.
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Abstract

Over the last two decades, maps of GPS total electron content (TEC) have improved our understanding of the large perturbations in ionospheric electron density which occur during geomagnetic storms. However, previous regional and global studies of ionospheric storms have performed only a limited separation of storm-time, local time, longitudinal, and seasonal effects. Using 13 years of GPS TEC data, we present a complete statistical characterization of the ionospheric response to geomagnetic storms for midlatitudes in the North American sector where dense ground receiver coverage is available. The rapid onset of a positive phase is observed across much of the dayside and evening ionosphere followed by a longer-lasting negative phase across all latitudes and local times. Our results show clear seasonal variations in the storm-time TEC, such that summer events tend to be dominated by the negative storm response while winter events exhibit a stronger initial positive phase with minimal negative storm effects. We find no discernable difference between spring and fall equinox events with both being equivalent to the average storm-time response across all seasons. We also identify a prominent magnetic declination effect such that stronger dayside positive storm effects are
observed in regions of negative declination (i.e., eastern North America). On the nightside, asymmetries in the TEC response are observed near the auroral oval and midlatitude trough which may be attributed to thermospheric zonal winds pushing plasma upward/downward along field lines of opposite declination.

4.1 Introduction

An ionospheric storm is the specific response of the ionosphere to dynamic features in the solar wind that trigger geomagnetic disturbances throughout the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (M-I-T) system. This phenomenon has been studied since the early days of space physics, often in terms of the peak $F$-layer electron density ($NmF2$) [see Table 1 in Prölss, 2008]. The storm-time variation in electron density has traditionally been classified as either a positive (increase) or negative (decrease) effect or phase [Matsushita, 1959]. In general, the initial phase tends to be positive across much of the dayside ionosphere and commences soon after storm main phase onset [Thomas and Venables, 1966]. This is thought to be the result of storm-time neutral winds and electrodynamical effects which lift the $F$-layer plasma to higher altitudes where molecular recombination is decreased while solar EUV photoionization persists [Blanc and Richmond, 1980; Foster, 1993; Buonsanto, 1995]. The initial positive phase is often followed by a prolonged negative phase caused by storm-induced thermospheric circulation and composition changes that lead to enhanced recombination of plasma at $F$-region altitudes [Prölss, 1980, 1987]. The progression of this neutral composition disturbance feature to different latitudes and local times is modulated by the background wind field pattern [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994]. Seasonal variations in positive and negative storm effects are thus related to thermospheric wind morphology. Specifically, equatorward-directed summertime neutral winds tend to reinforce the extension of composition changes toward lower latitudes, while during winter the typically poleward-directed winds will oppose this equatorward expansion [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996; Rishbeth,
Positive storm effects are thus more prevalent during winter while the negative phase tends to dominate during summer. For additional details, the reader is referred to the excellent ionospheric storm reviews by Prölls [1995] and Buonsanto [1999].

Total electron content (TEC) is a parameter which has been widely used to characterize the morphology of ionospheric electron density. Whereas $Nmf2$ is a measure of the $F$-layer peak density, TEC describes the total number of electrons integrated along a path through the ionosphere. Early studies of storm-time TEC response were obtained by measuring the Faraday rotation of transionospheric radio signals reflected from the moon [Evans, 1957; Taylor, 1961] and later broadcast by geostationary (GEO) and low Earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft [e.g., Hibberd and Ross, 1967; Klobuchar et al., 1971; Mendillo, 1971; Hearn, 1974; Lanzerotti et al., 1975; Balan and Rao, 1990]. More recent statistical studies have used the differential time and phase delay of Global Positioning System (GPS) signals to measure the storm-time TEC response over both regional [Stankov et al., 2010; Borries et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015] and global scales [Zhao et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010; Immel and Mannucci, 2013]. Most TEC studies have found that positive storm effects tend to occur within the first 24 hours after onset while the subsequent negative phase may persist for up to several days [e.g., Mendillo, 2006]. Seasonal variations in thermospheric circulation often produce stronger and longer-lasting positive/negative TEC changes during winter/summer [Liu et al., 2010], although some studies have reported the largest negative storm effects during equinox rather than in summer [Mendillo and Klobuchar, 2006; Stankov et al., 2010]. The American longitude sector has been shown to exhibit the largest positive storm response in comparison with other geographic regions [Zhao et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2015] due to the local magnetic dipole tilt and proximity to the South Atlantic Anomaly [Yizengaw et al., 2006].

What has yet to emerge from these previous studies is a clear and intuitive description of TEC response to geomagnetic activity which fully separates storm-time, local time, lon-
gitudinal, and seasonal effects. Many regional TEC studies still cast their results from the perspective of a single site or meridian rotating through different local times as the storm activity evolves. For example, one commonly used technique is to divide storm events by their onset time, thus creating separate TEC patterns for “daytime” and “nighttime” onsets. Mendillo and Klobuchar [2006] used an alternative approach by creating average TEC patterns as a function of latitude and local time that describe each day after storm onset, effectively limiting their ability to resolve the storm-time evolution of features to once per 24 h. This issue of separating storm-time and local time effects can be mitigated through use of global GPS TEC maps with simultaneous coverage across all local times. However, such a global approach introduces two additional challenges: 1) data interpolation is necessary over large geographic areas such as oceans where GPS receiver coverage is sparse, and 2) significant variations in storm-time TEC response have been identified for different longitude sectors [Zhao et al., 2007]. Furthermore, several recent studies of quiet-time TEC climatology in the North American and Asian regions have reported localized asymmetries in density as a function of magnetic declination geometry and thermospheric zonal winds [Zhang et al., 2011, 2012, 2013; Zhao et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015]. The importance of this declination effect under geomagnetically disturbed conditions has yet to be examined in proper detail.

The goal of this paper is to provide a complete statistical characterization of the TEC storm response in the North American sector by fully separating storm-time, local time, and seasonal phenomena. We focus on midlatitudes due to the dense coverage of GPS receivers which have accumulated continuous TEC measurements for more than a solar cycle, significantly reducing the need for spatial/temporal interpolation that is often required when using global maps of GPS TEC. A superposed epoch approach is used to describe the storm-time TEC response using data from all events and as a function of season. Finally,
the existence of a pronounced gradient in magnetic declination across the North American continent allows us to test whether or not the quiet-time zonal wind effect is significant during ionospheric storms.

4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Storm Identification

In this study, we set a threshold of Sym-H ≤ −50 nT to indicate geomagnetic storm activity. An automated approach was used to identify all times from 2001-2013 when this criterion was satisfied. Consecutive Sym-H values were then grouped together to estimate the time of storm main phase onset (sharp decrease to negative Sym-H values) and minimum Sym-H magnitude for each unique interval. Next, these onset times were manually adjusted where necessary and events with multiple onset signatures were discarded. We have also removed eight “superstorm” events with Sym-H magnitudes exceeding -200 nT from our analysis. The resulting storm list contains a total of 139 events of moderate storm intensity from 2001-2013 and is provided in the online supporting information as Data Set S1 to aid future statistical studies. This text file contains storm main phase onset dates and times, minimum Sym-H values, and the dates and times of minimum Sym-H (i.e., the time of transition between the main phase and recovery phase).

Figure 4.1 presents an overview of the storm events considered in this study. The top panel (Figure 4.1a) shows the Sym-H index for each individual event in a superposed epoch format ranging from one day before to three days after storm main phase onset. The heavy and thinner black lines indicate the median and upper/lower quartiles respectively. As expected, the median Sym-H is approximately zero until just a few hours before onset when there is a brief positive excursion followed by a sharp decrease to negative values.
This sudden positive impulse in Sym-H can often be attributed to a compression of the magnetopause due to an interplanetary shock structure in the solar wind, although it is not present in all geomagnetic storms [Gonzalez et al., 1992]. We next examine the distribution of storm events as a function of Sym-H magnitude (Figure 4.1b). The overall distribution resembles the exponential form identified in previous statistical studies [Loewe and Prölls, 1997; Hutchinson et al., 2011] with more than half (81) of the 139 events located in the $-50 \leq \text{Sym-H} < -80 \text{ nT}$ range corresponding to moderate geomagnetic activity.
The remaining panels in Figure 4.1 describe the distribution of events over various timescales. Figure 4.1c shows the occurrence of storms as a function of year and solar cycle, which is indicated here by the smoothed monthly sunspot number overlaid in red. The yearly storm distribution tracks the solar variability quite closely except for the declining phase of Solar Cycle 23 (2004-2007) when high-speed solar wind streams originating from coronal holes become a more frequent driver of geomagnetic activity [Tsurutani et al., 2006]. The seasonal occurrence of storms for the northern hemisphere is shown in Figure 4.1d with vertical lines marking approximate summer, equinox, and winter boundaries. In our event list the greatest number of storms occurred during northern summer (55), followed by equinox (45) and winter (39). Finally, in Figure 4.1e we present the distribution of storm onsets as a function of Universal Time (UT). A fairly uniform distribution of onsets with UT is crucial to our analysis for obtaining sufficient coverage in local time.

4.2.2 GPS Total Electron Content

Global maps of GPS TEC binned into $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ cells at 5 min cadence were obtained from the online Madrigal database at MIT Haystack Observatory (http://madrigal.haystack.mit.edu/). These maps are produced using the MIT Automated Processing of GPS (MAPGPS) algorithm [Rideout and Coster, 2006] that currently ingests measurements from over 5,000 GPS receivers worldwide. One TEC unit (TECU) is given as $1\times10^{16}$ el/m$^2$ and represents the total number of electrons contained in a column extending through the ionosphere with a cross-sectional area of 1 m$^2$. This means that a simple vertical redistribution of plasma has no direct impact on the TEC parameter. Because GPS spacecraft orbit the Earth at an altitude of $\sim 20,200$ km ($3.2R_E$) this column measurement also includes a contribution from the overlying plasmasphere as a function of latitude, local time, storm activity, and solar cycle. Yizengaw et al. [2008a] found the average plasmaspheric contribution at midlatitudes
to be \(\sim 10\%\) on the dayside and \(\sim 30\%\) on the nightside. Therefore one must be careful when attributing variations in GPS TEC solely to ionospheric phenomena.

In this study, the original 5 min GPS TEC values over North America have been re-binned onto a new \(2^\circ \times 4^\circ\) latitude/longitude grid spanning \(29.5^\circ - 53.5^\circ\)N and \(68^\circ - 128^\circ\)W as 30 min average values. The resulting data set consists of 48 TEC maps per day for the years 2001-2013. An example of this procedure can be seen in Figure 4.2a where the outline of the new grid is overlaid onto the original Madrigal TEC data during a storm-time SED plume interval from 22:15-22:20 UT on 26 Sep 2011 [Thomas et al., 2013]. Figure 4.2b shows the re-gridded TEC values from the corresponding 30 min interval for comparison. Blank regions over the oceans and central Canada in Figure 4.2a indicate missing TEC data; empty bins in Figure 4.2b are missing data from the entire 30 min averaging interval. While there is a decrease in spatial and temporal resolution, large-scale morphological features such as the SED plume [Foster, 1993] and density trough [Rodger, 2008] are still captured in the re-gridded data.

Instantaneous (TEC) and 27-day median (TECq) values are then recorded from the re-gridded data set for each 30 min bin in the interval ranging from 1 day before to 3 days after each of the 139 storm onset times identified from the Sym-H index. Note that the TECq values are obtained by taking a 27-day median centered on the UT interval of each 30 min bin. Similar to Zhao et al. [2007], these TEC and TECq values are then used to calculate the storm-time relative change in total electron content (RTEC) as

\[
RTEC = \frac{TEC - TECq}{TECq}
\]  

(4.1)

Thus positive RTEC values indicate a storm-time increase in TEC relative to the 27-day median while negative values indicate a relative decrease. Here we use a relative change
Figure 4.2: (a) Original 5 min GPS TEC values at 1° × 1° resolution obtained from Madrigal for 22:15-22:20 UT on 26 Sep 2011, with outline of new 2° × 4° geographic latitude/longitude grid overlaid. (b) Re-binned TEC values averaged over comparable 30 min interval from 22:00-22:30 UT on 26 Sep 2011. (c) 27-day median (TECq) values for same 22:00-22:30 UT interval. (d) Relative storm-time change (RTEC) values for 22:00-22:30 UT on 26 Sep 2011; positive (red) values indicate an increase in TEC relative to the 27-day median (TECq) while negative (blue) values indicate a relative decrease. Note that GPS TEC data in Figure 2a correspond to one of six TEC maps used to calculate the 30 min average shown in Figure 2b.
(RTEC) rather than an absolute storm-time difference because of the variation in background TEC with diurnal, seasonal, and solar cycle effects. For example, a factor of 2 increase in TEC from 30 to 60 TECU associated with a storm during solar cycle maximum would mask the same relative increase from 10 to 20 TECU during a solar cycle minimum event.

Returning to the example in Figure 4.2, the bottom left panel (Figure 4.2c) shows the corresponding median (TECq) values for the 22:00-22:30 UT interval from a 27-day window centered on this sample event. TECq values are generally observed to decrease with increasing latitude in accordance with solar EUV photoionization being the dominant dayside production mechanism, as is the case for 22:00-22:30 UT when North America is in the post-noon sector. Comparing Figures 4.2b and 4.2c, the storm-time TEC values represent a clear departure from the 27-day median TECq values. This is explicitly demonstrated by the corresponding RTEC values calculated using equation (4.1) and shown in Figure 4.2d. The bright red RTEC values (> 0.8) over much of the lower half of North America correspond to almost a factor of 2 increase in TEC relative to the 27-day median in Figure 4.2c, while the low-density trough at higher latitudes corresponds to a ~50% decrease in TEC.

Using this approach storm-time TEC variations are next organized by magnetic latitude (MLAT) and magnetic local time (MLT) coordinates for each event. Specifically, RTEC values are converted from geographic to Altitude-Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic (AACGM) coordinates [Baker and Wing, 1989] using the refined approach developed by Shepherd [2014]. Finally, median values of RTEC within each MLAT/MLT bin are calculated using data from all (or a subset) of storm events and are presented as a function of storm epoch time. Thus we obtain a complete separation between storm-time and local time features as called for in the Introduction.
4.3 Results

In this section we present results from the superposed epoch study of GPS TEC storm response described above. First, the general case is considered using RTEC values from all storm events. Next, we evaluate seasonal variations by separating events into summer, equinox, and winter categories. Finally, we examine TEC storm response in terms of the asymmetry in magnetic field declination over North America.

4.3.1 Storm Response Overview

Figure 4.3 shows an overview of the general TEC storm response using data from all 139 events as a series of MLAT/MLT maps of median RTEC at 3 hr intervals following main phase onset. The same color scale from the example in Figure Figure 4.2d is used and bins containing fewer than 3 data points are shaded black. At the zero epoch time (top left panel) RTEC values are only very weakly positive ($< 0.10$) across all latitudes and local times. In the initial 6 hours following storm onset, a clear positive response is observed at all latitudes over much of the dayside and evening ionosphere with peak RTEC values located in the 12-18 MLT sector. A strongly positive RTEC feature is also found at high latitudes on the nightside (21-06) which evolves in both magnitude and spatial extent before fully disappearing 27 hours after onset. A weaker positive response located at subauroral latitudes on the nightside is the last remaining feature of the initial large-scale TEC enhancement.

The first signatures of negative storm effects are observed separately in the dusk and dawn regions within $\sim$3-6 hours after onset. Near 18 MLT, a narrow band of decreased TEC is observed first at high latitudes just westward of the nightside enhancement which then gradually expands equatorward down to about $55^\circ$ MLAT. In the dawn sector, a region of negative RTEC can be seen developing just equatorward of the auroral zone before progress-
Figure 4.3: Maps of median RTEC at 3 hr intervals after storm onset in magnetic latitude (MLAT) and magnetic local time (MLT) coordinates using data from all 139 events. Positive (red) values indicate an increase in TEC relative to the 27-day median (TECq) while negative (blue) values indicate a relative decrease; bins shaded black contain fewer than 3 data points.

ing toward later local times on the dayside ionosphere. By the +9 hr epoch this negative storm effect reaches the 12 MLT meridian and begins to define the equatorward edge of a positive RTEC plume. Simultaneously, the nightside trough-like feature also expands in local time across 17 to 24 MLT as it defines the poleward edge of the plume. After 21-24 hours the negative storm effects originating in the dawn sector are the dominant TEC feature as the ionosphere and thermosphere slowly recover to their pre-storm state. The reader is referred to Movie S1 in the online supplementary information for the storm-time evolution of median RTEC values from 1 day before to 2 days after storm onset in the same MLAT/MLT format as Figure 4.3.
To assess the quality of the superposed epoch results, we examine the variability of the RTEC data in terms of their interquartile range (IQR). Figure 4.4 shows the IQR of each MLAT/MLT bin at 3 hr intervals following main phase onset in the same manner as Figure 4.3. For the entire duration of the ionospheric storm the greatest variability is located within the nightside positive enhancement region, with IQR values exceeding 1.6 RTEC during the first 6 hrs following onset. Regions of positive RTEC on the dayside in Figure 4.3 also tend to exhibit greater variability than negative RTEC regions, although IQR values typically remain below about 0.8 RTEC. This is to be expected given the nature of the RTEC parameter: negative values may not exceed -1.0 in magnitude while positive values have no inherent upper limit. We remind the reader that while the data representation in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 may give the appearance of truly global data coverage, the superposed epoch results are valid only for the North American sector.

4.3.2 Day/Night and Dusk/Dawn Asymmetries

We next consider RTEC values along selected MLT meridians as a function of storm epoch time to more closely investigate the temporal evolution of the TEC response. Figure 4.5a shows median RTEC along the noon (11-13 MLT) meridian versus magnetic latitude in a keogram format, while Figure 4.5b shows the distribution of RTEC values from all latitude/longitude bins within that 2 hr MLT span. Here we see that the positive storm response occurs almost simultaneously across all latitudes. This is followed by a negative phase beginning ~7 hours after onset which progresses from higher latitudes down to 50° where it stalls or even reverses for 6 hours until resuming its equatorward progression. From the distribution in Figure 4.5b, peak RTEC values are observed approximately 5 hours after onset and can be as large as a factor of 2 increase relative to background conditions. The persistence of positive RTEC values below 50° is also reflected in the double-peaked structure of the RTEC distribution in Figure 4.5b. The magnitude of the negative storm response from 15-27 h remains nearly constant at a level corresponding to a ~20% decrease in TEC. Within 30 hours the RTEC data have largely returned to their pre-storm state but with a slightly greater variability.

Figures 4.5c and 4.5d describe the RTEC response along the midnight (23-01 MLT) meridian in a similar fashion. The high-latitude enhancement previously identified in Figure 4.3 extends down to about 57° and persists for a full 24 hours following storm onset. In comparison to the noon-time response, the midnight positive effect at subauroral latitudes is much less intense and more variable and persists about 10 hours longer before the complete
transition to negative storm effects across all latitudes. Twelve hours before this long-lasting negative phase begins, a latitudinally narrow region of decreased TEC can be observed just equatorward of the auroral enhancement. The presence of this negative storm feature simultaneously with the high-latitude and subauroral TEC enhancements likely contributes to the large spread in the distribution of RTEC values during the first storm day in Figure 4.5d.

We perform a similar analysis in Figure 4.6 for the dusk (17-19 MLT) and dawn (05-07
Figure 4.6: Overview of RTEC values from all storm events along the 17-19 MLT (dusk) and 05-07 MLT (dawn) meridians. (a,c) Keogram of median RTEC values along the dusk/dawn meridian versus magnetic latitude. (b,d) Distribution of RTEC values from all storms and latitude bins along the dusk/dawn meridian, normalized by the maximum count at each 30 min time step; heavy and thinner black lines indicate the median and upper/lower quartiles, respectively. Empty bins have been shaded gray and vertical dashed line indicates storm main phase onset.

MLT) meridians. Starting with the dusk sector in the upper two panels, we see a gradual increase in RTEC across all latitudes which maximizes 6 h after onset. Less than an hour later the trough-like feature can be seen expanding equatorward for the next 8 h before becoming indistinguishable from the larger negative storm phase at lower latitudes. The TEC response across all latitudes is largely negative until 36 h after the initial storm onset. Moving to the dawn sector in Figures 4.6c and 4.6dc, the positive phase of the storm is almost absent except...
for a short-lived high-latitude feature. The strongly positive RTEC values above 60°N which last until 18 h after storm onset are related to the sunward/dawnward extent of the midnight feature seen in Figure 4.5c. After this high-latitude enhancement disappears the distribution of RTEC values in Figure 4.6d becomes much more symmetric about the median.

To summarize, positive storm effects are observed across much of the dayside and evening ionosphere (09-24 MLT) for the North American sector during the initial 6 h after storm onset, maximizing within the plume feature near 15 MLT. A large positive enhancement is also found at high latitudes on the nightside centered at around 03 MLT. After 6 h negative storm effects are observed simultaneously in the dusk and dawn regions corresponding to a trough-like feature and broader TEC depletion, respectively. While the trough-like feature is a latitudinally-narrow TEC depletion from 17-24 MLT with an equatorward boundary of only about 55° MLAT, the post-midnight negative storm effect gradually progresses across all latitudes and local times over the next 24 h.

4.3.3 Seasonal Asymmetries

In this section we present seasonal variations observed in the storm-time GPS TEC response over North America. The 139 storms are now subdivided into summer, equinox, and winter categories according to their onset date and time (Figure 4.1d). As a reminder, the greatest number of events occur during northern summer (55) followed by equinox (45) and winter (39). We have examined the distribution of events for each season by their minimum Sym-H magnitude (e.g., Figure 4.1b) and UT onset time (Figure 4.1e) and found them to be consistent with the results for all events shown in Figure 4.1. These distributions are available for reference in the online supplementary material as Figure S1. With confirmation that the statistics will not be affected by either outliers in storm magnitude or insufficient UT
coverage, we apply the RTEC analysis separately for summer, equinox, and winter seasons.

Figure 4.7 shows an overview of the median RTEC response for the 55 summer events at 3 hr intervals in the same MLAT/MLT format as Figure 4.3. During the first 6 hours after storm onset we again observe an initial positive RTEC enhancement across much of the dayside ionosphere and at high latitudes near midnight. Similarly, regions of negative RTEC are also observed at high latitudes near dusk (trough-like depletion) and at subauroral latitudes in the post-midnight sector. Here we begin to see a marked departure from the general case (Figure 4.3) as the negative storm feature originating near dawn advances across the dayside ionosphere much more rapidly. Within 12 hours the dayside positive enhancement has almost entirely disappeared with only faint signatures of a possible plume-
like enhancement remaining near 18 MLT. The magnitude of the relative TEC decrease during summer is also much larger than for the general case using data from all events. This negative storm phase persists across all latitudes and local times for another 24 hours beyond the interval shown in Figure 4.7 and can be considered the dominant characteristic of summer TEC storm response.

Next we consider results for storm onsets occurring in winter. Similar to the previous figures, Figure 4.8 shows the median RTEC response for 39 winter events. Again many of the same positive RTEC features are observed early after storm onset such as the broad dayside and high-latitude nightside enhancements. In contrast to the summer results however, a much stronger and longer-lasting positive phase is observed across nearly all latitudes and
Figure 4.9: Summary of seasonal RTEC variability as a function of storm epoch time. (a) Time series of median RTEC values from all MLAT/MLT bins for summer (blue), equinox (green), and winter (red) events. Bottom row: snapshots of median RTEC in MLAT/MLT format 9 hours after storm onset for (b) summer, (c) equinox, and (d) winter seasons.

local times. Negative storm effects are not observed until 9-12 h after onset and are primarily restricted to high latitudes (> 55°) for the initial 18 hours. Afterwards, relatively weaker TEC depletions are seen progressing toward the midnight sector. The high-latitude TEC depletion appearing ~12 hrs after onset near dusk is much narrower in latitude and local time and does not penetrate as far equatorward as was seen for the general or summer case. The results in Figure 4.8 clearly demonstrate the dominance of positive storm effects during winter compared to summer (Figure 4.7).

Interestingly, repeating the same analysis for equinox events produces nearly identical results to the general TEC response found using data from all storms (Figure 4.3), regardless of spring or fall categorization. Seasonal variations in the summer, equinox, and winter
storm-time TEC response are summarized in Figure 4.9: the top panel (Figure 4.9a) shows median RTEC across all magnetic latitudes and local times, while the bottom panels (Figures 4.9b–4.9d) are representative snapshots for each seasonal response at 9 hrs after storm onset. Both positive and negative storm effects are observed in all seasons, however, negative features are much more pronounced during summer while positive effects dominate the winter storm response. The transition to negative storm phase also occurs earliest in summer (10 h) compared to equinox (15 h) and winter (24-36 h). The equinox storm response can be considered an intermediate case between the negative summer and positive winter extrema described above.

4.3.4 Magnetic Declination Asymmetries

We now consider the relationship between magnetic field line geometry and the storm-time TEC response. In particular, we focus on the fact that the 90°W meridian divides the North American sector into two zones of positive and negative declination. Figure 4.10a shows a color-coded map of magnetic declination in this region at 300 km altitude obtained from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model [Finlay et al., 2010]. The narrow white band running from northern Canada to the Gulf of Mexico indicates where the transition from negative (blue) to positive (red) declination goes to zero, i.e., there is no east-west tilt of the magnetic field line. This geometry is demonstrated in Figure 4.10b, where the east-west orientation of field lines centered about the declination reversal boundary is shown as a function of geographic longitude and altitude for 41°N. Thus we see how an eastward zonal wind might push plasma downwards (upwards) along field lines in the positive (negative) declination region to altitudes of increased (decreased) recombination, leading to a decrease (increase) in the $F$-layer density and electron content. Similarly, a westward zonal wind would have the opposite effect on density in each declination region.
Figure 4.10: (a) Geomagnetic field declination in the North American sector for 26 Sep 2011 obtained from the IGRF model [Finlay et al., 2010]. (b) Schematic illustrating magnetic field line geometry as a function of geographic longitude and altitude centered on the declination reversal boundary at 41°N geographic latitude, marked by the dotted line in Figure 4.10a.

While this longitudinal dependence has been examined in terms of TEC climatology during geomagnetically quiet intervals [e.g., Zhang et al., 2013] it has yet to be tested statistically under storm-time conditions.

Rather than sorting results according to season, we now organize them by the sign of magnetic declination in each geographic latitude/longitude bin as obtained from the IGRF model (e.g., Figure 4.10a). In this manner we calculate results separately for regions of negative and positive declination, corresponding to eastern and western North America respectively. The maximum change in declination in the region of interest over North America was 2.9° between 2001 and 2013 with an average change in declination of about 1.35°. Therefore the bins closest to the white 0° declination line in Figure 9a may contribute values to either the $RTEC_{East}$ or $RTEC_{West}$ data sets depending on the date of each particular event. Figure 4.11 shows median RTEC values during the initial 12 hours following storm onset for negative ($RTEC_{East}$, top row) and positive ($RTEC_{West}$, middle row) declination regions in
Figure 4.11: Maps of median RTEC using data from (top row) negative and (middle row) positive declination bins, in the same MLAT/MLT format as Figure 4.3. Bottom row shows the difference between the upper and middle panels. Note that regions of negative (positive) declination correspond to bins in the eastern (western) North American sector as depicted in Figure 4.10a.

Many of the same large-scale morphological features described earlier are observed for both regions but with a few notable differences. First, we find a larger positive enhancement in the post-noon sector for $RTEC_{East}$ ($\sim 0.7$) compared to $RTEC_{West}$ ($\sim 0.5$). The progression of a dusk trough-like feature to middle latitudes is also observed $\sim 3$ hours earlier in the $RTEC_{East}$ results. Furthermore, 12 hours after onset the negative storm effects originating in the dawn sector penetrate 2-3 h deeper into the afternoon region for the $RTEC_{West}$ case.

In the bottom row of Figure 4.11 we highlight these asymmetries more clearly by plot-
ting the difference between median $RTEC_{East}$ and $RTEC_{West}$ values for each 3 h snapshot. Here the positive (red) values indicate a larger increase in TEC for the negative declination region ($RTEC_{East}$) while the negative (blue) values correspond to a larger TEC increase in the positive declination region ($RTEC_{West}$). In this manner we observe the larger dayside positive response in the $RTEC_{East}$ data originating near noon and co-rotating toward midnight in each consecutive frame. We also draw the reader’s attention toward higher latitudes on the nightside where darker blues corresponding to more negative values indicate that the positive storm response is stronger over western North America where the declination is positive. These results suggest that there is indeed a longitudinal asymmetry in storm-time TEC changes ordered by the sign of the magnetic field line declination.

4.4 Discussion

We have presented a superposed epoch analysis of GPS TEC variations in the North American sector as a response to geomagnetic storms by fully separating storm-time, local time, and seasonal effects. The TEC response is generally well-ordered by the time of storm main phase onset obtained from the Sym-H index as first suggested by Thomas and Venables [1966]. Within the first 3 h after onset a broad positive phase is observed across much of the dayside ionosphere (Figure 4.3), corresponding to a storm-time increase in TEC relative to the 27-day median. At noon the positive storm effect is observed nearly simultaneously across all latitudes (Figure 4.5a). This initial positive phase appears to be a penetration electric field effect as a neutral wind disturbance would take several hours to propagate from high to low latitudes due to the opposition of the poleward-directed background winds. Soon afterwards, the location of the peak positive storm response at noon can be seen progressing toward lower latitudes. This subsequent equatorward progression may instead be the signature of disturbance neutral winds which produce the sustained dayside positive
phase at lower latitudes. We have estimated the velocity of this equatorward progression to be about 200 m/s, which is significantly slower than is often associated with storm-time neutral atmosphere disturbances \cite{Buonsanto1995, Lu2008}. While lacking direct observations of storm-time electric field or thermospheric winds, our results suggest that both mechanisms may play a role in uplifting dayside $F$-region plasma to produce the positive storm effects observed soon after onset.

The dayside positive storm effect maximizes in the post-noon sector near 15 MLT as what is known as a storm enhanced density (SED) plume \cite{Foster1993}. Previous work has suggested the formation of SED plumes is an episodic phenomenon highly dependent on the time-varying interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) control of the high-latitude convection pattern \cite{Foster2005, Thomas2013}. However, we find the SED plume to be a consistently identifiable feature in the North American sector which forms during the first 3 h after onset and disappears 15 h after onset. The SED feature persists longer in winter ($\sim$20 h) than in summer ($\sim$12 h), suggesting its duration is modulated by the progression of negative storm effects originating in the morning sector driven by large-scale thermospheric circulation and composition changes. For comparison, using global TEC data \cite{Liu2010} found the winter positive storm response in the afternoon sector (i.e., the SED region) to last for 9-10 h and 12-13 h during moderate and severe disturbance levels. They also reported slightly shorter positive phase durations during summer months of about 7-8 h and 9-10 h respectively. In their study, \cite{Liu2010} considered the average TEC response across all longitudes whereas our results indicate longer-duration dayside positive storm effects for the North American sector where SED plumes are believed to occur more frequently \cite{Yizengaw2008b}. In our future work we will examine the statistical relationship between the occurrence of these SED plumes and solar wind IMF parameters.

Next, we consider the positive and negative storm effects observed at mid- to high lati-
itudes in the nightside ionosphere. Immediately following storm onset, increasingly positive RTEC values are observed in the post-midnight sector between 22-06 MLT. Just equatorward of the auroral oval lies a region of decreased electron density known as the midlatitude ionospheric trough [Moffett and Quegan, 1983; Rodger, 2008]. Large positive storm effects are observed where the quiet-time low-density trough is “filled in” by the auroral ionization as it expands equatorwards. The trough may also shift equatorward during geomagnetically active conditions [Rodger et al., 1992], forming the latitudinally-narrow negative RTEC feature observed near dusk. Over the next 15 hours this storm-time trough evolves in both latitude and local time before becoming indistinguishable from the broader negative storm effects originating in the morning sector (Figure 4.3). Significant asymmetries are also observed on the nightside when sorting results by season (Figure 4.9). Much broader positive storm effects are observed in winter while the negative trough-like feature is more apparent in summer. This variation may be attributable to the solar illumination control of the seasonal trough morphology [Voiculescu et al., 2006]. Similar winter/summer variations have also been reported in nightside energetic particle precipitation under geomagnetically active conditions [Newell et al., 2010]. Future work is necessary to determine the degree to which the seasonal trough and auroral precipitation morphology may influence the nightside TEC storm response.

The other dominant storm feature identified in our study is the negative RTEC response originating in the post-midnight sector. For the general storm case, this region of decreased TEC is first observed near dawn about 2 hours after storm onset (Figure 4.6c) and reaches the noon and dusk meridians within 8 and 16 hours after onset (Figures 4.5a and 4.6a). The rate at which this negative storm response advances toward later local times is found to be highly dependent on season (Figure 4.9). For instance, during summer we observe negative RTEC values reaching midlatitudes at the noon and dusk meridians within only 7 and 13
hours after storm onset (Figure 4.7) while during winter negative effects are largely restricted to higher latitudes and there is an associated time delay of approximately 16 and 22 hours respectively. Overall we find the largest relative TEC decreases during summer compared to equinox and winter seasons (Figure 4.9a). This is in contrast to some recent statistical studies of the North American [Mendillo and Klobuchar, 2006] and European [Stankov et al., 2010] sectors which found the largest negative storm effects to occur during equinox. Overall the results of our seasonal analysis are in good agreement with the classical description of seasonal variations in the ionospheric storm response due to thermospheric circulation and composition changes [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996; Rishbeth, 1998].

For the first time, we have examined TEC storm response as a function of magnetic declination. Previous climatology studies of TEC in North America and Asia have identified a longitudinal asymmetry caused by diurnal variations of zonal thermospheric winds which drive $F$-region plasma up/down along magnetic field lines depending on the local declination [Zhang et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2013]. As thermospheric circulation is strongly modified during geomagnetic storms, it has been unclear whether this neutral wind phenomenon remains effective under disturbed conditions. Sorting our results by regions of negative/positive declination (eastern/western North America), we find larger storm-time TEC increases for the negative declination regions on the dayside soon after onset (Figure 4.11, bottom). This region of comparatively-enhanced TEC is observed 3 h after onset and appears to co-rotate in MLT over the next 9 h. Such an enhancement is the opposite response expected for an equatorward-directed meridional wind surge in the dayside ionosphere launched by enhanced Joule heating in the high-latitude auroral zone [Lu et al., 2008]. As the neutral winds reach midlatitudes they acquire a westward motion due to the Coriolis force, which would actually produce a downward plasma drift in regions of negative declination, thus decreasing $F$-layer densities rather than enhancing them. Our lack of storm-time zonal wind measurements
prevents us from ascribing this dayside RTEC asymmetry to the longitudinal declination effect.

Variations in the nightside TEC storm response shown in Figure 4.11 are more easily understood in terms of the longitudinal declination gradient. He et al. [2011] recently examined the global behavior of trough formation under different geomagnetic, seasonal, and declination conditions. They suggested that a deeper trough will form in regions of positive declination during local evening when the quiet-time neutral winds are directed primarily eastward, pushing plasma downward along field lines to altitudes of increased molecular recombination. Similar to the winter scenario, a storm-time trough will therefore produce a smaller negative response in the positive declination region due to the pre-existence of a deeper quiet-time trough. Likewise a larger positive RTEC response will be observed for the same declination geometry as the background trough is ionized by the expanding auroral precipitation. Furthermore, storm-time observations of nightside thermospheric winds have identified a large westward disturbance zonal wind [Fejer et al., 2002] which would also increase the $F$-layer height of plasma in the positive declination region. Our results appear consistent with this neutral wind mechanism in terms of the relative storm-time changes in TEC observed on the nightside for the positive ($RTEC_{West}$) and negative declination ($RTEC_{East}$) regions.

4.5 Summary

In this paper, we have examined the statistical response of GPS total electron content (TEC) in the North American sector to geomagnetic storms. The Sym-H index was used to identify the main phase onset time of 139 geomagnetic storms from 2001-2013 for a superposed epoch analysis of storm-time changes in GPS TEC relative to a 27-day median. We first presented results for the general case using TEC measurements from all events,
identifying features related to the storm enhanced density (SED) plume, midlatitude density trough, auroral oval, and disturbance composition bulge. The observed progression from an initial positive phase to a longer-lasting negative phase was in good agreement with the classical storm scenario described in terms of peak $F$-region electron density in review papers such as those by Prölls [1995] and Buonsanto [1999]. Next, we examined the seasonal variations in TEC storm response for summer, equinox, and winter months. The strongest and longest-lasting positive storm effects are observed in winter while the negative storm response is deepest in summer and progresses across all latitudes/local times more quickly than in other seasons. Finally, we considered the TEC storm response in terms of magnetic declination by separating results according to regions of positive and negative declination. A larger dayside positive response is observed in the negative declination region (eastern North America) with the opposite response expected of a storm-time meridional wind surge. On the nightside, differences in positive and negative storm effects are more easily interpreted in terms of thermospheric zonal winds [Fejer et al., 2002; He et al., 2011].
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Chapter 5

GPS total electron content observations of ionospheric plasma structures

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1 we introduced the topic of ionospheric storms and discussed their relationship to the simultaneous thermospheric storm response. Section 1.5 highlighted several important storm-time phenomena such as the subauroral polarization stream (SAPS), storm enhanced density (SED), tongue of ionization (TOI), polar cap patches, and ionospheric scintillation. So far, we have examined polar cap patch transportation and structuring during a geomagnetic storm (Chapter 3) and the statistical occurrence of SED plumes in the North American sector (Chapter 4). Here, we present an overview of co-authored findings which were enabled by the GPS TEC mapping tools developed for this dissertation research. We emphasize the GPS TEC figures which were contribute/supported and describe how they were used to address the science questions raised in Section 1.5.

5.2 Instantaneous longitudinal variations of the subauroral polarization stream

Previous studies of the subauroral polarization stream (SAPS) derived statistical characterizations from low-altitude spacecraft or incoherent scatter radar measurements restricted
in local time. Using a chain of 6 midlatitude SuperDARN radars in the North American sector, Clausen et al. [2012] presented the first simultaneous velocity measurements within a SAPS feature across 3 hours of Universal Time and 6 hours of MLT (Figure 5.1). They found the SAPS velocity magnitude to decrease exponentially with MLT in the morning sector, in contrast to the linear relationship previously reported by Erickson et al. [2011]. This longitudinal variation was suggested to be the result of pressure gradients in the ring current. Although the GPS TEC data were not able to contribute direct measurements of the SAPS structure, they did play a valuable role by demonstrating that the SAPS irregularities observed by the SuperDARN radars were located near the poleward wall of a trough-like depletion (top panel in Figure 5.1). This collocation of the velocity and density measurements supported the mechanism of SAPS electric field developing in a region of low ionospheric conductivity. Additional investigation of SAPS events observed by midlatitude SuperDARN radars indicate this is a repeatable characteristic of the backscatter location.

Figure 5.1: Overview of the measurements made of the SAPS channel by all six midlatitude radars on 09 April 2011, 0840 UT in magnetic coordinates. (top) Median-filtered GPS TEC measurements colored blue to red. The large colored dots show the down-going electron flux measured by the POES-18 satellite along its track; the times of the measurements are given next to the track. The small black dots give the locations of velocity measurements made by the six radars. (bottom) The measured velocities, now color-coded according to the color bar on the right; note the non-linear scaling. We also show the radar FOVs as gray lines. In both panels we show the auroral oval for a Kp index of 2 and mark the 00 MLT meridian by a dashed line [Clausen et al., 2012].
5.3 Electrodynamical and neutral processes in storm-time plasma structuring and transport

Zou et al. [2013] sought to address the specific formation mechanisms of an SED plume structure observed within the field of view of the Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR). Global maps of GPS TEC and SuperDARN potential patterns were again used to image the large-scale morphology of the SED plume. They identified a SAPS feature which, coupled with an equatorward expansion of the high-latitude convection pattern, transported the storm-enhanced dayside plasma toward noon as an SED plume. Other mechanisms contributing to the SED formation included a vertical component of the $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift further raising the plasma to regions of decreased recombination, energetic particle precipitation, and topside thermospheric winds. Next, Zou et al. [2014] expanded their multi-instrument analysis of SED formation and decay mechanisms to include observations during six geomagnetic storm intervals from 2010-2013. Figure 5.2 shows combined TEC/SuperDARN maps for each of the six events with the PFISR beam directions overlaid as black segments. From the PFISR observations they identified a mixture of four different plasma drift geometries within the six plumes - two cases of upwards drift during formation (vertical projection of $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ motion and field-aligned flow) and two cases of downward drift during decay (possibly ambipolar diffusion or poleward thermospheric winds). These results indicated the extremely dynamic nature of SED plumes from one event to another despite the consistent occurrence found in Chapter 4.

More recently, Liu et al. [2015] examined SED/TOI characteristics under moderately disturbed conditions during the late recovery phase of a geomagnetic storm. This is in contrast to much of the prior literature which has focused on plume features observed under strongly disturbed storm conditions [e.g., Foster et al., 2005; Zou et al., 2013]. Here the solar
Figure 5.2: Selected 2-D GPS VTEC observations of the SED plumes during six geomagnetic storms. Ionospheric equipotential contours derived from the SuperDARN radar observations are superposed as solid and dashed black lines. PFISR field of view is outlined by black segments and the terminator is also shown as a dotted line in each frame [Zou et al., 2014].
Figure 5.3: Sequences of GPS TEC maps in the coordinates of MLAT (40°-90°) and MLT during 1700 UT on 14 October to 0100 on 15 October 2012. Plasma convection patterns observed by SuperDARN are superposed [Liu et al., 2015].
wind driving parameters were quite weak with the IMF $B_y$ and $B_z$ components fluctuating between -5 nT and 5 nT throughout the SED/TOI interval. Liu et al. [2015] reported horizontal transport via an expanded high-latitude convection pattern (Figure 5.3) and SAPS electric field as the primary SED/TOI formation mechanism, with no observed signatures of penetration electric fields redistributing plasma from equatorial latitudes. Equatorward-driven storm-time neutral winds were also suggested as a possible contributor by reducing the downward ambipolar diffusion along field lines. Finally, a longitudinal preference for SED/TOI formation was invoked to explain the presence of a relatively weaker TOI structure observed earlier under much stronger driving conditions (IMF $B_z < -15$ nT) during the main phase of the storm. These results demonstrate the need for a more complete statistical characterization of SED and TOI formation mechanisms under a variety of geomagnetic activity conditions.

Polar cap patches are by definition much smaller-scale structures than the TOI which can extend across many thousands of km in the noon-midnight meridian. Until the deployment of GPS receiver networks within the polar cap, observations of patch dynamics were largely confined to a single imager or radar field of view. This also limited the capability for tracking individual patches for more than just a few hours. For the first time, Zhang et al. [2013] was able to track the complete lifecycle of a polar cap patch including its formation on the dayside, transport across the polar cap, exit, on the nightside, and dayside return at auroral latitudes in the dusk convection cell. The evolution of this patch can be tracked by following the TEC enhancements within the blue circles in each panel of Figure 5.4. Zhang et al. [2013] found that modulation of nightside reconnection occurring in the tail plays a key role in both the formation of patches and their region of exit on the nightside ionosphere. The reliance on GPS TEC observations for patch identification was in fact one of the primary motivations behind the multi-instrument comparison performed in Chapter 3.
Figure 5.4: (A to I) Extracts from a full series of 2D maps of median-filtered TEC and ionospheric convection on a geomagnetic latitude/magnetic local time (MLT) grid with noon at the top. The dotted line across each panel is the day-night terminator at 100-km altitude. The blue circles and ellipses highlight the polar cap patch, the evolution of which is followed in this figure [Zhang et al., 2013].
5.4 Occurrence and intensity of high-latitude GPS phase scintillation during geomagnetic storms

As discussed in Section 1.5.4, GPS amplitude and phase scintillation can occur when small-scale plasma irregularities grow along electron density gradients associated with polar cap patches or TOI. These indices are typically recorded using high-precision GPS receivers with sampling rates of at least 50 Hz. Because there are a limited number of GPS receivers with such a high sampling rate located within the polar cap, a delta phase rate (DPR) proxy index has been developed to supplement localized $\sigma_{\phi}$ measurements with additional observations from low-rate (1 Hz) GPS receivers [Ghoddousi-Fard and Lahaye, 2012]. A series of multi-instrument case studies have used this proxy index for characterizing scintillation occurrence and intensity during geomagnetic storm intervals. First, Prikryl et al. [2013] analyzed a moderate storm ($Dst = -61$ nT) in November 2011 where a TOI and several patches were observed. They found the most intense scintillation to be collocated with SuperDARN
Figure 5.5: (a-b) Event S4: SuperDARN convection and potential maps on 15 and 16 March. The IPPs for PRNs with $\sigma_\Phi > 0.1$ rad and/or sDPR $> 2$ mms$^{-1}$ are superposed as black dots. (c) The 5 min median-filtered TEC mapped in coordinates of AACGM latitude and MLT is overlaid with the SuperDARN potential map and IPPs (black dots) for $\sigma_\Phi > 0.1$ rad or sDPR $> 2$ mms$^{-1}$. (d) The IPPs are shown as circles scaled proportionally to $\sigma_\Phi$ and sDPR values [Prikryl et al., 2015a].

HF radar backscatter in the cusp and within a dense TOI feature being convected across the polar cap at speeds exceeding 1500 m/s. Weaker phase scintillation was observed at midlatitudes along the poleward edge of a SAPS feature near the auroral oval.
This case study was followed by a pair of companion articles focused on the 7-17 March 2012 interval marked by a series of four geomagnetic storms driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs). *Prikryl et al.* [2015a] examined the North American sector and compared proxy scintillation indices under negative and positive IMF $B_z$ conditions. During southward $B_z$ enhanced scintillation occurred in the polar cap near patches which detached from a TOI (Figure 5.5c), while under northward IMF the strongest scintillation was caused by transpolar arcs. The black dots overlaid on the GPS TEC data and convection pattern in Figure 5.5c correspond to ionospheric pierce points of intense phase scintillation. In their companion paper, *Prikryl et al.* [2015b] compared interhemispheric aspects of scintillation during the same events. They found the IMF $B_y$ component to control the MLT of scintillation mapping to the cusp entry of SED plasma into the polar cap. Finally, *Prikryl et al.* [2015c] presented observations from a pair of storm intervals to demonstrate the relationship between scintillation occurrence in the polar cap and auroral oval with magnetospheric processes associated with patches and substorm onset.


Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Summary of Results

The motivation for this research was to gain a better understanding of storm-time ionospheric density structuring in the mid- to high latitude ionosphere. In Chapter 2, we introduced the primary data sets used in this research: global maps of GPS total electron content (TEC), HF radar measurements of Doppler velocity and backscatter from small-scale plasma irregularities, 630.0 nm red line all-sky airglow images, the $Dst$ and Sym-H ring current indices, the auroral electrojet (AE) index, and OMNI interplanetary solar wind measurements. This chapter concluded with a discussion of newly available online plotting tools which allow users to generate figures combining TEC, SuperDARN, and airglow data.

Next, an analysis of polar cap patch structuring and transport during a moderate geomagnetic storm was presented in Chapter 3. These patches were simultaneously tracked from their dayside origin across the polar cap to the nightside auroral oval, allowing for comparison of patch location, velocity, and horizontal extent across the three independent data sets (optical, radar, and GPS TEC). On the dayside near the cusp, small-scale irregularities producing HF backscatter were distributed throughout newly formed patches. This allowed SuperDARN radars to follow the patch trajectories through sunlit regions contaminating the imager field of view. The correspondence between GPS TEC and 630.0 nm all-sky airglow observations of patches was also tested using a correlation analysis. While global maps
of GPS TEC may be used to extend patch observations beyond the imager fields of view, kilometer-scale resolution is necessary to fully capture patch structuring mechanisms such as the gradient drift instability. Lastly, the dawn-dusk width of patches during geomagnetically quiet versus active periods was considered in terms of dayside generation processes and relaxation of the nightside convection pattern. This study clearly demonstrated the advantages of monitoring polar cap patches using a multi-instrument approach with complementary observational capabilities.

In Chapter 4 a superposed epoch analysis was performed to characterize the average response of GPS TEC in the North American sector during more than 100 geomagnetic storms over a 13-year interval. This approach differed from previous regional and global TEC storm studies by fully separating the local time, storm-time, longitudinal, and seasonal effects. Our results for the general storm response were in good agreement with the classical storm scenario, with an initial dayside positive phase followed by a longer-lasting negative storm phase. We also found the strongest and longest lasting positive storm effects to occur during winter while the negative storm response was deepest in summer months. For the first time, we tested the TEC storm response as a function of magnetic declination by separating results into regions of positive or negative declination. Significant asymmetries were identified such that a stronger positive storm response was observed in regions of negative declination (eastern North America). On the nightside, differences in positive and negative storm effects may be due to neutral wind modulation of the midlatitude trough region.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we summarized several co-authored studies which examined various storm-time phenomena utilizing GPS TEC mapping tools developed for this dissertation research. These features included the subauroral polarization stream (SAPS) and density trough, storm enhanced density (SED) plume, tongue of ionization (TOI), and polar cap patches. This chapter concluded with a discussion of phase scintillation on GPS navigation
signals and how its occurrence can be related to these various storm-time electron density perturbations. An emphasis was placed on describing the specific figures in these papers which were produced via the GPS TEC mapping tools developed for this dissertation research.

6.2 Publications and Presentations

Results from this work have been presented at the AGU Fall Meeting [2013, 2014, 2015], AOGS Annual Meeting [2014], CEDAR workshop [2014], GEM workshop [2014, 2015], Ionospheric Effects Symposium [2015], JSPS Multidisciplinary Science Forum [2014], Super-DARN workshop [2013, 2014, 2015], and VSGC Graduate Student Research Symposium [2013, 2014]. One article has been published in Radio Science [Thomas et al., 2015] and one manuscript has been accepted for publication in Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics [Thomas et al., 2016]. Eleven co-authored papers [Clausen et al., 2012; Kunduri et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Prikryl et al., 2013, 2015a,b; Zou et al., 2013, 2014; Walsh et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Joshi et al., 2015] and two refereed book chapters [Prikryl et al., 2015c; Coster et al., 2016] have been published using GPS TEC mapping tools developed for this research.

6.3 Suggestions for Future Work

Throughout the course of this research the limitations of relying solely upon one data set to characterize the ionospheric state have become readily apparent. For example, while the global maps of GPS TEC are quite powerful for imaging large-scale horizontal plasma structure, they provide no information regarding the altitudinal profile or peak electron density. Also, we have not yet been able to include any neutral wind observations to test our
suggestion of a magnetic declination asymmetry in storm-time TEC response. Some specific recommendations for future work thus include the following:

1. Perform a more rigorous statistical comparison between 630.0 nm airglow intensity measurements of polar cap patches with coarser GPS TEC data, similar to Section 3.3.3. This analysis would ideally be performed within the field of view of an incoherent scatter radar, such as RISR or EISCAT, for an accurate determination of the peak airglow emission altitude for mapping purposes.

2. Compare polar cap patch formation during geomagnetically quiet and active conditions, specifically to test whether the dawn-dusk extent is truly different in a statistical sense. Multi-instrument ground-based observations similar to those used in Chapter 3 could be combined with in situ rocket or low-latitude spacecraft observations to test mesoscale formation processes.

3. Repeat the GPS TEC storm analysis performed in Chapter 4 for additional geographic regions with sufficient GPS receiver coverage such as Europe, South America, or East Asia. By comparing with results obtained for the North American sector, one could test the degree to which SED plumes truly occur more frequently in specific longitude sectors due to the offset between geographic and geomagnetic dipoles as well as extend the study of longitudinal/declination effects on storm-time TEC response.

4. Perform case studies of ionospheric storm response specifically targeted towards magnetic declination asymmetries identified in Section 4.3.4. Such a study would require accurate knowledge of storm-time neutral winds from instruments such as incoherent scatter radars or Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) in addition to the widely available GPS TEC measurements.
5. Construct an empirical model using the GPS TEC storm response calculated in Chapter 4. For future predictive purposes, techniques such as dynamic interpolation or empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) may be necessary to account for the sparse occurrence of storms in time/season/magnitude. Such a model would have immediate application as a space weather prediction tool, allowing the user to infer the development of specific storm features in the ionosphere over North America following storm onset.
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